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ABSTRACT

The subject of the present research is to investigate, model and solve some problems

occurring at the design phase in a group technology production system when the data regarding

the parts' attributes is given in the form of fuzzy linguistic tenns. The main problems addressed

in this thesis include, the construction of a distance matrix considering fuzzy linguistic data, the

problem of part family formation, the new part allocation problem, and the standardization and

integration of the design and the process planning in a group technology setting. The present

investigation into these problems involves four major stages. The first stage involves the

recognition of data in a most natural fashion and the refinement and transformation of this data

into a workable form. In other words, we construct a distance matrix between the parts based on

the parts' features as they are described in a natual language. The second stage deals with the

clustering of parts through a set covering mathematical model. The results of the first stage can

be used as an input to the second stage. The third stage deals with assigning new pafis to already

existing part families, i.e. the new part allocation problem. The final stage deals with the

standardization and integration of the design and the process planning aspects in a group

teehnology production system. The results obtained at a stage are basically the input to the

successive stage. The afore-mentioned problems are addressed in a common environment when

the pa:ts' features have an ambiguous description. All the traditional bit aty coding structures fail

to capture this kind of fuzziness regarding the parts' features whereas the linguistic approach

given in the present thesis successfully does so.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The present thesis deals with the analysis and modeling of some important design problems

in group technology production systems in a fuzzy environment. Group technology has found

many applications in the industrial world ever since its introduction in early 1940's. The concept

also attracted researchers' attention and as a result many theoretical developments of group

technology concept have appeared in the last few decades. Due to reasons such as mathematical

tractability, most of these studies assumed that the data for group technology production problems

is available in a precise form. The present study is motivated by the realization that data for these

problems normally exists in an ambiguous form. Therefore, approaches such as the fuzzy

linguistic method and natural language computation techniques are more suitable to model group

technology production problems. In the present thesis, we focus our attention on the design phase

in group technology .

In the present chapter, we give an introduction to the general group technology concept,

the specific problems considered in the thesis and the modeling approaches used to address these

problems.



1.1. An Overview of the Group Technology Concept

Batch manufacturing accounts for a major portion of all manufacturing activities. However,

some features of batch manufacturing such as large parts variety and small batch sizes have led to

certain design and manufacturing inefficiencies such as inefficient data retrieval systems, inaccurate

cost estimation, excessive set up costs, poor work flow, and huge inventory stocks. If the

manufacturers do not improve the efficiency of a production system, despite the most advanced

and automated machinery, they must inevitably reach a point beyond which they can not reduce

their operational costs. Inability to reduce costs in the face of stiff international competition and a

possible sharp decline in their world market shares can only mean eventual failure. This has forced

many manufacturers to take a hard look at the need to achieve superior manufacturing performance.

Group Technology (GT) is recognized as a remedy to many of their problems. The proper

implementation of GT ideas can result in a tremendous improvement in the efficiency of a

production system and reduce the operational costs. GT is a philosophy which endeavors to

analyze, identify and exploit the similarities that exist between parts or operations in order to

achieve efficiencies. These similarities can be exploited to obtain design as well as manufacturing

benefits.

1.1.L. Some Definitions

1. Group Technology (GT)

GT can be defined as the philosophy of bringing together and organizing (grouping)

common concepß, principles, problems, tasks and technology to improve productivity of a system

(Green and Sadowsky, 1984) . The similarity between different tasks and parts is exploited to

achieve desi gn and m anufacturin g effi ciencies.



2. Cellular Manufacnrring

Celluiar manufacturing is an application of group technology ideas in production. It is

essentially a hybrid production system of a job shop producing a large variety of parts and a flow

shop dedicated to mass production of one product item. It involves the physical division of

functional job shop's machinery into production cells.

3. Part Family

A group of parts sharing some common design features or processing requirements is

called a part family.

1.L.2. Benefits of Group Technology

Overwhelming advantages of group technology have generated signifïcant attention in this

area and made it a worthwhile topic for research activities and discussions. Cellular manufacturing,

an application of group technology concept, obtains the benefits of flow line by creating dedicated

cells and at the same time maintains the flexibility of a job shop. Many benefits that group

technology offers are found in Green and Sadowski (1984), Hyer (1984), Hyer and Wemmerlov

(1987) and Burbidge (1975).

GT tries to increase productivity by reducing lead time. As shown in Figure 1.1, It is

claimed (Groover 1987, Ham et al. 1985) that in a typical batch-type metal working shop only 570

of the total production lead time is the direct working time, whereas 95Vo is spent while waiting

and moving parts in the shop. Furthermore, out of that 5Vo time, only about 30Vo ís spent as actual

machining time and the remaining 70Vo is the non-productive time for positioning, chucking,

loading, gauging etc. Therefore, only l.S%o oî the lead time is actual machining time. GT directs its

effort toward reducing iead time by attacking the remaíníng 98.5Vo non-productive lead time.



Moving and V/aiting Time
95 Vo

Time in Positioning, Loading, Gauging etc.
70 Vo

Figure. 1.1. Time Spent by a Part in a Metal Working Shop.

Some of the other advantages of GT are discussed as below.

1. Improved Product Design and Process Planning Retrieval System

Group Technology, by virtue of its concept of part family, provides a very convenient and

quick retrieval mechanism for the part design, drawings and process plans. It has resulted in

improvements and savings in engineering designs, and elimination of the design and process

planning duplication.

2. More Efficient Material Handling

GT endeavors to achieve the complete processing of a part family in a self sufficient

machine cells. Through its objective of minimizing inter-cellular movements, it reduces the non-

productive time spent in part handling. Since part handling is basically confined to the cell,

therefore, more effîcient material handling system can be designed.

3. Better Production Control

Because the part families in a GT system are produced in independent cells, there is



minimal interference between the cells. This centralizes the responsibitity for producing each part in

a cell under one supervision. With functional layout, it is often difficult to decide which of the

several depa::tments who have handled a part, is responsible for a quality defect, or a failure to

complete the processing by the due-date. Hence, a better production control can be achieved by

making each department accountable for the quality and the due-date of the part family it

manufactures.

4. Better Quality Control

Since all the operations on a part are done in one place, feedback between one operation

and another is almost immediate. Therefore, unlike in a functional layout where the detection of

mistake is too late and the whole lot is sometimes scrapped, quality can be controlled easily.

Product quality is also improved in the sense that the personnel in a cell develop their skills

working on a small and focused spectrum of parts.

5. Reduction in Set up Times, Lead Times and In-Process Inventory

As parts a¡e manufactured based on shape, size and machining cha¡acteristics among other

features, the idea of group tooling can be conceived. The majority of the components in the part

family can be machined with minor variations of the basic tooling. This leads to savings in set up

times. Furthermore, the design of group jigs and fixtures in many cases minimizes the

requirements of individual jigs and fixtures.

This dramatic reduction in set up time coupled with an improved and more efficient material

handling system result in slashed in-process inventory and shortened lead times. Shorter

production cycles as a result of reduced lead times also give reduced material as well as finished

product inventory.
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6. Better Delivery Performance

Shortened lead time helps to accomplish a quicker response to customer order and thus

leads to a better delivery performance.

7. Reduced Floor Space

A simplified material handling system along with reduced work-in-process inventory results in

saving in floor space.

8. Easy and Accurate Cost Estimation

The plant, labor and overhead costs are more precisely known in a production cell.

Moreover, the family structure of the parts leaves little room for enors in fixing time standa¡ds.

The standardization of process plans for the part family further facilitates the precise estimation of

production costs.

9. Simplification of Paper Work

Since all the operations done on each part are performed in the same cell, documents such

as tool and material requisition slips, material move tickets, job cards and product progress records

are not needed in most cases. The reduction in paper work leads to a reduction in the clerical costs

related to typing, checking, reading and filing paper work.

1.1.3. Disadvantages of Group Technology

Group technology has certain disadvantages. Classification and coding of parts is usually

expensive and there is a high initial investment in the form of machine duplication and



parts' coding. GT concept may create load balancing problems in the cell, and the pars unsuitable

for the cell layout may create some processing difficuities. Cell life depends on changes in the

product demand, product mix and the production technology. The initial expenses of relocating the

machinery may frighten away many manufacturers. However, it has been argued (Burbidge L975)

that a gradual implementation of GT can be largely self-financing, finding rhe capital for its

introduction from the induced reduction in inventory stock investment. It has been practically

evidenced that the advantages of GT outweigh the disadvantages.

L.L.4. Practical Evidence of Group Technology Benefits

Group Technology offers benefits in almost all the facets of a company's operation.

However, some enterprises, by virtue of the nature of their product and management effectiveness,

will benefit by the adoption of group technology to a grcater extent than others. Some of claimed

benefits actually achieved through the practice of group technology are discussed below.

Burbidge (L975) reports 32Vo increase in sales, stock ¡eduction by MVo, throughput time reduced

from 12 to 4 weeks and cost of introduction recovered 4 times by stock alone. The savings given

in Mitrofanov ( 1966) are 40Vo to 50Vo increase in work productivity, cost of specialized machinery

reduced by 40Vo to 50 7o, process planning time reduced by 25 to 30Vo. Dwte (1970) and

Burbidge (1975) quote a 667o reduction in set up time. Some of the reported benefits by actual

implementation of GT a¡e listed in Table 1.1 .



Table 1.1. Reported Benefits Associated with GT.

1. SLVo.reduction in new parts designed.

2. 107o reduction in numberof drawings through standardization.

3. 3OVo reduction in new shop drawings.

4. 60Vo reducton in industrial engineering time.

5. 207o reduction in production floor space required.

6. 457o reduction in scrap.

7 . 807o reduction in production and quality control costs.

8. 697o reduction in setup time.

9. 707o reduction in throughput time.

10. SZVIreduction in overdue orders.

11. 42Vo reduction in raw materials inventory.

12. 627o reduction in work-in-process inventory.

13. 6AVo reduction in finished goods inventory.

14. 33Vo increase in employee output per unit time.

Source : Hyer and Wemmerlov (1987)

1.1.5. Economics of Group Technology

It is interesting to explore that why group technology is a much more effective economic

tool than many other management techniques and philosophies. Two or more production

methodologies at the same technological and risk level, can be compared in terms of profitability.

Group technology attempts to achieve a significant improvement in the profitability of a system.

Profitability can be defined as the productivity of the capital invested (Burbidge l975,page 54) and

is measured as the rate of return on invesrnent.

Rateof Return (inpercent) = - 
Profit x 100

Investment
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or

Rate of Return (in Percent) =
(Ouryut x Selling Price) - Cost x 1CÐ

Fixed Assets + Stocks + Liquid Capital

Group technology is a powerful production management methodology which gives

important savings both in the numerator and denominator of the above relationship. The reduction

in set up time as a result of GT increases capacity. Reduced set up and lead times, better quality

and better delivery performance tend to increase the sales output term in the numerator. None of

these improvements would be particularly significant on its own, but in combination they provide a

powerful impetus towa¡ds increased output. GT results in a reduction in handling costs, storage

costs, set up costs, production planning and control costs, tool design costs, clerical costs and

material obsolescence costs. A reduction in tooling investment as well as material handling costs,

coupled with the elimination of the need for buildings and services for inter-process storage, all

tend to reduce the investment required to sustain a given level of output. This contributes to

savings in fixed assets part of the investment. Finally, GT has a major effect in reducing the

investment in goods' inventory stocks by decreasing the work-in-progress as well finished goods

inventory. Because of its double effect both in the numerator and the denominator of the above

relationship, group technology is a much more potent way to increase profitability than any other

policy which attempts to improve some single variable.

1.2. Introduction to Clustering and Part Family Formation Problems

In the following sections, we flrst provide an introductory discussion to general clustering

problem and then we discuss various aspects of part family formation problem in a group

technology production system.
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1.2.1. General Clustering Problem

The general objective in clustering is to generate a family of subsets from the elements of a

set. The elements or units to be clustered are called objects and each object has its attributes (or

features). In the context of production situations, the elements to be clustered are the parts to be

manufactured and each part has its design as well as manufacturing attributes based on which the

pafts arc clustered into subsets or paft families. A general clustering problem can be described as

follows :

Followingl-efkovitch(1993),welet X beafinitesetof elementsandlet d:XxX+R bea

function defined on pair of elements expressing their similarity distance measure based on theit

attributes.Theproblemisto partitionX (X=StUSzu...uSp),thebaseset,intoPmutually

exclusive and collectively exhaustive sub-groups St, 52,..., Sp (P may be known or

unknown) suchthatsomeobjectivefunction h ( Sr, 52,...,Sp) isminimized. Inthecontext

of group technology, function h (S) is a distance or simila¡ity measure.

Normally, it is desirable to obtain disjoint (or mutually exclusive) clusters, however, if the

clusters are not disjoint, the problem is referred to as overlapping clustering problem. The value of

the number of clusters, P, is not normally known. The common practice in GT clustering is to

solve the problem at different values of P and choose the one which gives the best homogeneity of

goups measured through minimum intra-group and maximum inter-group distances. The selection

of the number of clusters, of course, depends on the partitioning nature of the data. It has been

shown in statistical experiments (Botbol 1989) that for most data sets, the following formula gives

a good indication of number of clusters.

Number of clusters = L + 3.3log n, where n is the population size .
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L.2.2. Introduction to Part Family Formation Problem

As discussed earlier, the overwhelming advantages of cellular manufacturing has made it

worthwhile topic for both researchers as well as practitioners. Part family formation (PFF)

problem has a very critical importance in cellular manufacturing implementation because it has a

strong influence on almost every aspect of a firm's performance. Part family formation deats with

the recognition and classification of parts into part families based on certain attributes of the parts.

It serves as a prelude to the overall process of GT implementation and can have far reaching effects

on the performance of the production system. Part family formation deals with the classification of

parts into part families based on their commonalities in design attributes or manufacturing attributes

(or both). From design point of view, the similarity between parts could be based on their

geometric shape and dimensions etc. From manufacturing view point, this similarity could be

related to the processing requirements such as the type of machinery used to process those parts.

Three most commonly used methods for part family formation are visual inspection, product flow

analysis and classification and coding systems. Visual inspection techniques group parts according

to their appearance and they are the most inexpensive but inaccu¡ate techniques. However, its use

is restricted to small number of parts. Product flow analysis is based on routing analysis of parts

and it depends highly on the planner;s style who generates the routing (Styslinger and Melkanoff

1987). Classification and coding methods are the most accurate techniques but they are expensive

and put limitations on code length. Another drawback of these techniques is that they demand

precise input data regarding the parts' attributes and hence dichotomously force the part to fall into

the classification scheme. For example, a part which is 'nearly spherical' and'remotely elliptical'

would be forced to fall into spherical parts category. It is believed that there is always some

uncertainty or fuzziness involved in pafts' attributes and this uncertainty or fuzziness is deeply

rooted in the description of parts' features itself. What is required is to develop an application-
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oriented investigation scheme which should capture the parts' features in a most natural fashion

and should account for the fuzziness associated with the description of the parts' features. The first

step in PFF problem usually involves construction of a similarity (or distance) matrix between

parts based on certain criteria. This similarity (or distance) matrix is used as an input to various

heuristic or integer programming formulations to get the cluster of parts.

1.2.3. Trade-offs Present in Part Family Formation Problem

The ensuing discussion on the nature of the problem helps to identify trade-offs inherent in

the problem. Usually, clustering procedures involve the selection of median parts which can act as

the representative parts for the part families and the remaining parts are assigned to these median

parts based on minimum distance criterion. If we minimize the sum of distances of parts from the

median parts, disregarding the number of part families formed, then the solution will give highly

homogenous families. Such an arrangement will have number of part families equal to the number

of parts with each family consisting of a single part. If on the other hand, we minimize the number

of part families without giving any consideration to homogeneity of a group, the solution will

clump together all the parts in a single famity which is also undesirable. So the PFF problem can

be considered one of determining the optimal trade-off between a higher homogeneity of groups

versus fewer number of families. Treating this problem as a P-median problem controls this trade-

off by assigning number of part families as an exogenous parameter. In the present thesis, we have

used a set covering approach to this problem. The set covering approach controls this trade-off

through a threshold distance which helps to determine whether a part quaüfies or disqualifies to be

a member of a particular part family. Therefore, the homogeneity of a group is reflected through a

qualifying threshold distance which is characteristic of a group, and the set covering method

provides an altemative way of looking at the parts clustering problem.
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1.2.4. Similarity (or Distance) Measures

Similarity or distance measures are the values which reflect sameness between two parts.

The ea¡lier approaches regarding the similarity between parts mainly consisted of visual inspection

methods. Coding and classification method is another way to express the information about a part

(Eckert, I975). Codes are strings of characters which store information about a part. These codes

could be numerical values, alphabetical cha¡acters or alpha numeric characters. Depending on the

arrangements of these codes, three coding systems, monocode, polycode or hybrid code are

frequently used (Kusiak, 1990). Classification and coding methods are accurate, expensive and

have limited code length. Product flow analysis (Burbidge 1975) is another way ro reflect the

similarity between parts. McAuley (1972) defined the concept of a similarity coefficient. Although

the similarity coefficient (McAuley 1972) was originally given to define similarity between rwo

machines, it could be applied for the similarity be¡,veen parts. The similarity between two machines

i and j is defined by the following coeff,rcient, s¡.

q.. 
= 

*"

"rJ Nu+u'

where

N¡¡: Number of parts processed on both machines i and j.

U = Number of parts processed on either but not both machines.

If it is desirable to obtain the distance matrix between parts, then we can do so either directly from

parts' data, or by converting a similarity matrix through necessary operations. For example,

according to Everitt (1993), for binary data, dû =trf 2 (1 - si/ , can function as euclidean

distance between two objects provided the matrix of similarity coefficients, sij , is positive semi-
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definite. Most of the binary coefficient matching based techniques for similarity meet this

requirement. The compliment or reciprocal of a similarity coefficient can also be used to reflect

distance measures. However, most of the commonly used models in GT consider one of the

following distance measure, di¡, between Part i and Part j. læt

a;¡ = Binary value depending on whether or not feature k is present in Part i,

where,

i - I,2,...,fl,

n = total number of parts considered,

k =1,2,...,fr.
m = total number of features considered.

Then any of the following measures can be used to represent dissimilarity between parts.

1. Minkowski Distance Measure (Arthanari and Dodge 1981)

l-m ,'l+
ou =Lå,| u,*-"j*l'l

where r is a positive integer. Two special cases of the above measure are widely use.

If we insert r = 1, we get what is known as absolute or city block metric or L1-norm Minkowski

distance.

If we set r = 2, we have what is known as euciidean metric distance or þ-norm Minkowski

distance.
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2. V/eighted Minkowski Distance Measure (Arrhanari and Dodge 1981).

1

o, = 
[å*nlu* -",*l']t

where w¡ is the weight of fearure k.

When r = 1,2 we get a corresponding weighted absolute and weighted euclidean metric distance.

3. Hamming Distance Measure (Lee 1981)

where ô(u*,u¡*) = { å;$,1*í,3¿-

1.3. New Part Allocation Problem

Batch manufacturing accounts for a major portion of the all the manufacturing. In most

companies,T5Vo of all parts are produced in small batch sizes. As reported in Peters et al. (1984),

in batch type manufacturing customers desire products made according to their special needs.

Marketing managers of batch type manufacturing have a tendency to encourage special requests for

customized products. This has resulted in a greater diversity in products with more specialized

features and enhancements. As reported in Gunasingh and Lashkari (1990), a survey of 32 US

frrms that operate one or rnore manufacturing cells indicates that the percentage of new parts va¡ies

between 57o and257o, with an average of ll.37o. The corresponding figures for part volume are

ou = [å 
o("*,"n )]
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2Vo, 207o and 8.7Vo (Gunasingh and Lashkari 1990, Wemmerlov and Hyer 1937). Jackson

(1978) presents 10 case studies on group technology implementation which indicate a significant

amount of new parts introduced into the production system. For example, one case study in

Jackson (1978) discusses the operation of a company which manufactures brake linings for the

motor indusury with 15,000 current specifications for the part-annular shape and new specifications

a¡e added at a rate of 50 per week.

An important problem that arises as a result of the introduction of new parts is that of

allocating ne,w parts to the existing part families. New part allocation problem deals with the

identification of a pan family for a new part. The new part allocation problem differs from the part

family formation problem in the sense that whereas part family formation deals with the initial

grouping of all the parts into homogenous part families, new part allocation problem deals

exclusively with the assignrnent of new parts to already existing part families. The new part

allocation problem has been traditionally addressed considering binary data. One drawback of

traditional approaches is that they demand precise data regarding parts' features in a binary form

and hence dichotomously force the part to fall into the classification scheme.'We have identified in

the present study that there is always some fuzziness involved in the description of parts' features.

In these situations, parts' features are too ill-defined to render themselves to analysis through

traditional binary data based approaches. For example, two parts can have a general cylindrical

description but one part can be more cylindrical than the other part and hence may require different

amount of forming work. What we need is an approach which can capture the fuzztness associated

with the parts'features in a nanral fashion.
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1.4. fntegration and Standardization of the Design and the Process

Planning

Some of the most important benefits of GT result from standardization and integration of

the design and the process plans. Customers desire the products made according to their special

needs in a batch type manufacturing. Customers' desires for specialized features and marketing

department's tendency to encourage requests for customized products has resulted in a wide range

of product variation. This product variation presents design engineers and process planners with

numerous problems.

Product variations present design engineers with the problem of re-designing different

parts with similar functional features. In the absence of a convenient and effective design-retrieval

mechanism to prevont the unnecessary creation of new designs, it is impossible for a design

engineer to figure out if an identical part has already been designed in the past. This may result in

design duplication. The design duplication can be avoided by standardizing the design for similar

parts or at least standa¡dizing most of the non-functional characteristics and dimensions such as

fasteners, corner radii, surface finishes, chamfers or tapers etc. Such a design standardization

resulting in fewer variations in design, increases the size of manufacturing lots, and hence should

ultimately lead to a reduction in manufacturing costs.

Product variation also puts a strong emphasis on the flexibility of the production facility.

Such a trend may result in a great deal of variation in the process plans in the absence of a

convenient means of utilizing past experience. The process planning proliferation may also result

from the fact that process plans are developed by different planners, at different times especially

when different machinery and tools are available to choose from. The problem of process planning

proliferation leads to the need of process planning standardization.
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The main reason for these problems seems to be the inability to retrieve data.

Manufacturers' adopt computerization as an immediate solution to these problems. Due to the

traditional lack of collaboration between design activities and their related manufacturing functions

such as process planning, full benefits of computerization can not be realized. In such situations,

design and manufacturing departments end up having their own design and process planning

databases. Integration and a flow of communication between design and process planning is vital

to the successful implementation of a data retrieval computerization system. For example, the

design engineer must have an idea regarding the manufacturability and processing cost of the

proposed design. In the absence of a feedback from manufacturing, the design engineer has no

way of telling how a specific design decision will effect the manufacturability and manufacturing

cost. So a feedback system achieved through an integration approach between design and

manufacturing may help the design engineers conduct a what-if analysis regarding effects of design

options on the manufacturability and manufacturing costs of the parts. This may help to red.uce the

product variation. Such an integration is also important for the cost estimation to prepare

quotations. For example, if the customer inquiry arrives for a new part, a good guideline, therefore

is to find out the part family in which the part lies, identify the standard design and the

corresponding standard process plan for that family and use the standard work plan as a basis for

cost estimation. As a further benefit, process plans for new parts require much less effort to

construct. It is necessary only to find out the family to which the new part belongs, retrieve the

standard plan for that family and make any needed minor alterations. If a part does not fit into a

family, standard plans of families which have some elements in common with the new part would.

be retrieved and used as a basis for creating a unique process plan for the new part.

Group technology has been recognized as an integration approach for design and

manufacturing functions such as process planning (Floutzeel and Brown 1984, Crowley 1987 and
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Chevalier 1987). It is believed that economies can be gained if similar activities can either be

grouped and performed together, be partially eliminated through standardization or be shown to be

redundant if the result of such an activity is already stored in the data base. Group technology

brings together parts that are related by their size, shape or processing requirements so that

designers and process planners can take advantâge of their similarities and this reduces the unique

work problems confronting them. Design and process plans for a part family can be standardized

and these can be linked through an integration approach. The net result of such an investigation is,

the process plans for the part families will be standardized defining what is assessed to be a good

base for design and manufacturing method for a part family. Such a base can be used for future

modifications. This will reduce the problems of design duplication, unnecessary work plan

proliferation, time consuming data retrieval systems and will also help in reduction of parts variety.

1.5. Basics of Fuzzy Set Theory and the Fuzzy LinguistÍc Approach

This section provides a background discussion on the fundamentals of the fuzzy logic

concept and its different aspects as used in the present study.

1.5.1. Basics of Fuzzy Set Theory

Fuzzy set theory was introduced by 7-adeh (1965). Fuzzy sets or subsets are those ill-defrned and

not-distinct collections of objects with unsharp boundaries in which the transition from

membership to non-membership in a subset of a reference set is gradual rather than abrupt (lVlaiers

et al., 1985). The theory of fuzzy sets is basically a theory of graded concepts. It is an extreme

generalization of ordinary set theory and is basically designed to handle the concept of partial truth.

A central concept of fuzzy set theory is that it is permissible for an element to belong pafily to a

fuzzy set. It provides an adequate conceptual framework as well as a mathematical tool to model

the real world problems which are often obscure and indistinct.
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Iæt X be a space of points or objects, with a generic element of X denoted by x. Thus, X = {x }.

Fuzzy Set. Let x e X. A fuzzy set A in X is cha¡acterized by a membership function (M.F.)

Pt(x) which associates with each point in X, a real number in the interval [0,1], with the value of

Fe(x) at x representing the "gtade of membership" of x in A. Thus nearer the value of po(x) to 1,

the higher the grade of belongingness of x in A. In conventional (crisp) set theory, po(x) takes

only two values 1 or 0 depending on whether the element belongs or does not belong to the set A.

Therefore, formally speaking, if X = {x} is a collection of objects denoted generically by x,

thena fuzzy setAinXisasetof orderedpairs, e = [(x, pa(x)) /xex ], where Fe(x) mapsX

to the membership space [0,1].

L.5.2. Some Propositions of Fuzzy Set Theory

We shall base our analysis of different problems on the following propositions of fuzzy

sets (Zadeh 7965, Zimmermann 1988).

1. Union of Fuzzy Sets

Union of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective M.F.'s pa(x) and [rn(x) is a fuzzy set C

whose M.F. is Pc(x) = Max I pe(x), F¡(x)], x e X.

2. Intersection of Fuzzy Sets

Intersection of two fuzzy sets A and B with respective M.F.'s [re(x) and ps(x) is afuzzy

ser C whose M.F. is pç(x) = Min I pe(x), !rs(x)], x e X.

Different researchers suggested different type of operators (see Hamacher 1976, Gaines

1976), but max and min operators are preferred for their computational simplicity.
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3. Zadeh's Extension Principle

Zadeh's extension principle (Zadeh 1975) is the most important tool of fuzzy set rheory

because it allows any non-fuzzy function to be 'fuzzified'. If the input parameters of a functional

relationship are represented by fuzzy sets, then the output or resultant variable is also a fuzzy set

given by extension principle as follows:

k, t.( xr) be the membership function of x' and po(y) be the degree to which y belongs

to the set of possible values for the output, (V/atson et al. 1979, Park 1987), then by Zadeh's

extension principle,

Fo(y) = max {min [p1( xr), Lrz (xz) ,

Y=f(x)
, ur( x")l )

The 'min' operator binds all the individual fuzzy sets and'max' operator maximizes the

overall satisfaction on that binded fuzzy set

L.5.3. Concept of Linguistic Variable

A linguistic variable is a variable whose values a¡e natural language expressions referring to

some quantity of interest. These natural language expressions are then, in turn, names of fuzzy sets

composed of the possible numerical values that the quantity of interest can assume (Schmucker

L982). In the context of linguistic variable, these fuzzy sets are also referred to as'fuzzy

restrictions'. The fuzzy linguistic approach is an attempt to remove the'linguistic' barriers benveen

humans who think infuzzy terms, and the machines that accept only precise data. The use of such

a linguistic variable allows for the easy and natural specification of values for imprecise concepts.

Such a specification has a firm theoretical base for computations that can be performed behind the
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scenes. The linguistic va¡iable differs from a numerical variable in the sense that its values arc not

numbers but words or sentences in a natural language. Since words, in general, are less precise

than numbers, the concept of a linguistic variable serves the purpose of providing a means of

modeling of phenomena which are too complex or too ill-defined to be amenable to description in

conventional quantitative terms. In the present study, the description of parts' features is identified

as one such ill-def,med phenomenon.

L.5.4. Organization of the Thesis

The thesis attempts to model and analyze group technology production problems when the

data is available in the form of fazzy linguistic tenns of a natural language. The thesis consists of

four stages, construction of distance measures between parts considering fuzzy linguistic data,

formation of part families using the existing distance measures, assigning new parts to the existing

part families, and link the design and process planning aspects of a part family. The common

theme in this thesis is the consideration of fuzzy linguistic data-

Chapter 1 provided an introduction to the concepts and problems considered in this thesis.

Chapter 2 deals with the literature review of the problems considered with an objective to recognize

the work done by other researchers and to achieve the state-of-afi on these problems. In Chapter

3, we develop an approach to quantify the fazzy linguistics data in the form of a distance matrix

between parts. The approach successfully captures the fuzziness associated with the parts' features

in a natural fashion whereas the traditional binary approaches fail to model this kind of fuzziness.

This distance matrix developed could be used as an input to various heuristics or integer

programming formulations to get the clusters of parts. For the clustering stage discussed in

Chapter 4, we give an efficient set covering integer programming formulation for determining the
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part families. The approach uses far fewer variables and constraints than the previous integer

programming approaches and the model is solvable through various efficient solution procedures

already available for solving set covering problem. In Chapter 5, we give an approach for

allocating new parts to existing pan families based onfuzzy linguistic data. Chapter 6 deals with

the fourth stage where we have provided an approach to standardize and integrate the design and

the process planning in a part family. The approach is illustrated with the hetp of a case example

given in Jackson (1978). Finally, the conclusion and the discussion on contribution made by the

thesis, along with some recommendations for further resea¡ch directions are given in Chapter 7.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE SURVEY

This chapter provides a survey of the literature dealing with group technology problems and other

concepts considered in this thesis. The purpose of the chapter is to review the developments made

and to identify the status of the existing literature in this area. We will focus our attention to that

part of the literature which is relevant to our problems.

2.1. Historical Background of Group Technology Concept

J.C. Kerr (1939) emphasized planning in a general engineering shop and suggested

sectionalizing groups of machine tools on the basis of work. The idea behind this concept was ro

give in a standa¡d form, the work to be done on a sequence of machines. Arn Korling (1945) of

the Swedish Automobile Industry discusses the concept of group technology and its influence on

productivity, which ¡esulted into extensive reorganization of the company using group production

concepts. Around the world, group technology was practiced in various forms and degrees for

many years. However, at that time it was not formally recognized. and rigorously practiced as a

scientific management philosophy until the work done by soviet researcher S. P. Mitrofanov

during the late 1940's and early 1950's. Mitrofanov showed that set up times could be reduced

from one hour to just a few seconds by taking advantage of similar parts using similar fixtures.

Mitrofanov developed and outlined the fîrst usable group technology scheme in his publication
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'Scientific Principles of Group Technology' in 1959 (translated into English in 1966, Mitrofanov

i966). GT made such a rapid progress in USSR that by the year 1965, more than 800 factories

were using the method. GT slowly spread into Europe and Great Britain in the mid 1950's and into

the USA and Japan in the eariy 1960's. It is only after the works of Burbidge (Burbidge 1963,

Burbidge 1971, Burbidge I975) on production flow analysis that a significant and sustained US

interest in GT has surfaced. Extensive surveys of US manufacturers who use GT has been

provided in Wemmerlov and Hyer (1987). The recent realization that group technology is the

integrating link between CAD and CAM, has stimulated a strong renewed interest in group

technology. A number of research papers and special issues on GT of various journals have

appeared in the recent years. Major sources of this literature are International Journal of Production

research (IJPR), European Journal of Operational Research (EJOR), Journal of Operations

Management, Production and Inventory Management Journal, Journal of Manufacturing Systems,

International Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, IEEE Transactions on Man,

Machine and Cybernetics, IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management, Computers and

Operations Research, Computers and Industrial Engineering, Management Science and various

Indus trial En gineerin g Conference Proceedin gs.

2.2. Literature Survey on Group Technology Clustering

In the sequel, we provide a discussion on the literature related to the part family formation

problem.

2.2.I. Literature on Clustering Algorithms

Most of the literature on clustering consists of hiera¡chical solutions that give procedures

which are locally optimal but can be far from yielding globaily optimal solutions. McAulay (1972)

applies single linkage clustering to part family formation. The algorithm starts with individual

parts. The pair of parts which seem most alike a¡e joined and then replaced by a new compound
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part. This process is repeated until all the parts are completed. This joining process produces a

dendogram and finally this dendogram is cut at an acceptable similarity level ro ger the part

families. Single linkage may also leads to 'serpentine' or 'chained' clusters. The use of average

linkage clustering (ALC) to overcome the chaining problem is studied in Seifoddini and Wolfe

(1986). In complete linkage clustering (Ryzin 1977,Eventt 1993), the distance bet'ween groups is

defined as the distance between their most remote pair of individuals. Rajagopalan and Batra

(1982) applies graph theoretic approach with lengths of the arcs represented by similarity

coefficients. Han and Ham (1986) present a lexico-graphical approach for clustering under

multiobjectives. Wei and Kern (i989) apply a linear clustering approach to cell formation. Other

techniques involve the application of Burbidge's production flow analysis (Burbidge, 1963) to

identify part families. King (1979) developed rank order clustering (ROC), based on Burbidge

(1963) approach for the analysis of part machine matrix. Since the part machine matrix is a binary

matrix, ROC transforms this binary string into its decimal counterpart. The rows and columns are

rearranged based on these decimal values until the clusters are formed. King and Nakornchai

(1982) developed ROC2 to overcome the computational problems inherent in ROC.

Chandrasekhran and Rajagopalan (1986) further improve the ROC algorithm through hierarchical

clustering. Chan and Milner (1982) provide direct order clustering (DOC). McCormick et al.

(1'972) propose a bond energy algorithm which seeks block diagonalization by improving a

measure of effectiveness. Some of these methods that are given for machine cell clustering or

concrurent formation of machine cells and part families can also be applied to the part family

formation problem. The literature surveyed above basicalty deals with clustering in the GT context.

Readers wishing to pursue the general clustering subject in greater depth are referred to Everitt

(1993). Bezdek (1981) is an excellent source of information on clustering with fuzzy objective

functions.
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As evident from the above survey, the literature on this problem is heavily loaded with

heuristic procedures, with very few applications of global optimization techniques to this problem.

Among the mathematical programming optimization approaches, Kusiak's P-median (1985) model

and Srinivasan et al. (1990) assignment model are the most commonly known models. Kusiak's

P-median (1985) model assumes that the number of part families is an exogenous parameter to the

model and the sum of distances of the parts in a part family from the median part is minimized- As

reported in Srinivasan et al. (1990), the P-median model requires enorrnous amount of time to

solve large sized problems. A comparison of these two approaches is provided in Srinivasan et al.

(i990). The Srinivasan et al. (1990) model, identifies the closed loops to form the part families

assuming a sequential and cyclic structure of a group. Balasubramanian and Panneerselvam

(1988) present an application of lgnizio's (Ignizio l97l) set covering heuristic algorithm for

machine grouping in cell design. In the present study (Chapter 4), we used the integer

programming formulation of set covering approach as an alternative and more efficient way of

looking at the parts clustering problem.

2.2.2. Literature Discussion on Applications of Fuzzy Set Theory in

Group Technology

One application of fuzzy set theory in data quantification for group technology has been

Ben-Arieh and Triantaphyllou (1992). The approach classifies features into three categories:

quantitative, qualitative and quantitative with subjective meaning. Discrete values of fuzzy features

are compared using pair-wise comparisons of revised analytical hierarchical process @elton and

Gear 1983, Saaty 1980). Relative weights of each feature are also found from a pairwise

comparison procedure. Major advantages of their (Ben-Arieh and Triantaphyllou, 1992) approach
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include, allowing the user to dehne part features even if they arc not strictly numerical, the user can

define the importance of each feature and eliminates scaling problem of different measures. The

main disadvantages include the need to estimate M(M-1)/2 pairwise comparisons (M is the number

of descriptors). As M increases, number of pairwise comparisons increase enorrnously.

Furthermore, if an acceptable level of consistency index is not attained after solving the problem,

the procedure requires the decision maker to re-evaluate all pairwise comparisons. The linguistic

approach followed in the present thesis provides all the benefits mentioned above, and also allows

the user to specify feature weights through linguistic tefins, eliminates the need of pairwise

comparisons and their re-evaluation, and provides results in the form of a distance maEix which

can be easily used as an input to available clustering algorithms. Ben-Arieh and Triantaphyllou

(1,992) use normalization of parts dimensions to handle quantitative features and use of pairwise

comparisons to handle qualitative features and features with subjective meaning and their

corresponding weights. The approach followed in the present study differs from Ben-Arieh and

Triantaphyllou (1992) in the sense that it uses linguistic tenns to describe parts features and the

weights, and uses natural language computation technique (Schmucker 1982) to aggregate the

features to form a composite attribute fuzzy sets and then uses the euclidean distance benveen two

fi:zzy sets to generate the distance matrix.

Other applications of fuzzy set theory to GT are Chu and Hayya (1991) and Zhang and

Wang (1992). These two approaches are basically fuzzy clustering algorithms. Chu and Hayya

(1991) use fuzzy c-mean clustering algorithm given in Bezdek (1981) to solve cell formation

problem. The algorithm not only identifies a part family the part belongs to but also gives the

degree of membership associated with each part family. The algorithm is reported to be

computationally eff,rcient and gives reasonably good results especially when the number of part
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families is not exceptionally large. Zhang and Wang (1992) give fuzzy versions of single linkage

clustering and rank order clustering considering non-binary machine component matrix. In the

present study, we focus on quantification of data from linguistic terms describing parts features

and the results give an input to the clustering procedures.

2.2.3. GT Coding and Clustering Software

A vast number of commercial and non proprietary coding systems have been developed

over the years. Most of them are designed for component pafis but can be applied to code other

items as well. We will discuss four major coding systems commonly used by US manufacfurers.

BRISCH BIRN coding system is a 6 digit monocode which was developed for General

Motors and is vended by a group called Brisch Birn and Partners Inc. BRISCH BIRN codes are

tailor-made to each specif,rc user and no two Brisch Birn systems are identical.

CODE coding system is vended by Manufacturing Data Systems, Inc. and it is a 8 digit

hexadecimal semi-polycode. It not only codes the physical cha¡acteristics of an item but also its

function.

MICLASSMULTICLASS are vended by Organization for Industrial Research. These are

specifically designed and marketed as part of a total GT program with an intention to code data

base for Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP), Computer Aided Design (CAD), family of

parts scheduling, to aid in setting up production cells and other GT applications. MICLASS is a 12

digit decimal semi-polycode. MULTICLASS is an expanded and upgraded. version of MICLASS

which uses both monocode and polycode structures and each code can consist of as many as 32

digits. At an average cost of $100,000, MICALSS/MULTICLASS are probably the mosr

expensive systems.
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OPITZ (Opitz 1970) coding system was the first system developed for parts coding. It was

developed by Professor H. Opitz at the University of Aachen in West Germany. It is a

nonproprietary code and is available free of cost. This code consists of nine code fields divided

into 2 pafts. The primary part of the code focuses on pa-rt geomerry dimensions and features

relevant for part design. The secondary part of the code includes information relevant to

manufacturing, i.e., raw materials, tolerances etc. Hyer and Wemmerlov (1987) and Eckert (1984)

provide an excellent detailed information about these codes giving specific references.

Applications of cluster analysis methods also depend on the availability of suitable sofrware

package. Everitt (1993) give a very informative account of the commercially available clustering

softwares. Some of these are BMDP, SPSS, SAS, CLUSTER, FASTCLUS, OVERCLUS,

CLUSTAN, SYSTAT, NTSYS, CLUSTAR.

2.3. Literature on New Part Allocation Problem

Although a signifrcant amount of attention is given to the part family formation problem,

the published literature on the new part allocation problem is almost scarce. A few notable

contributions to the problem are Gunasingh and Lashkari (1990), and Wu et al. (1986). V/u et at.

(1986) apply a pattern recognition approach whereby a new part is allocared ro an existing part

family if its route string or machining sequence is recognized by the inferred gramm¿ìr of that part

family. The approach applies only when the corresponding machine cells are disjoint. Gunasingh

and Lashkari (1990) involve the plotting of family membership intervals on a real line. The

approach also provides a mathematical programming formulation considering the tooling

requirements of the parts and the tooling available on the machine tools.
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2.4. Standardization and Integration of the Design and the Process

Planning

The issues and needs of standardizatton and integration in design and manufacturing has

been recognized by many researchers (for example, see Houtzeel and Brown 1984, Crowley 1987,

and Chevalier 1987). Knight (1974) addresses the utilization of part families methods to form the

basis for rationalized procedures for die design in bulk metal forming. Biswas and Knight (1975)

have further discussed and outlined an integrated system for hot forging dies. Smart (1987) applies

the coding and classification systems to prepare master process routing for a part family of

aerospace fasteners. However, the literature on ttris topic lacks a formal procedure to achieve this

standardization and integration. Kusiak and Finke (1988) gives an integer programming model for

process selection, although it is not discussed in a GT set up. The model is also unable to solve

large sized problems for which Kusiak and Finke (1988) recommended a heuristic algorithm,

called'construction algorithm'. In the present study, we suggest an integer programming model

for the problem in a GT set up with an objective to minimize the overall cost of process plans

selected. The distance considered is between the process plans of central part (representative of

whole pan family) and the process plans of other parts. We apply the fuzzy linguistic procedure

(discussed in Chapter 3) to compute the distance measures between the process plans. We also

develop a solution procedure for the given model that solves the problem optimally.

2.5. Cell Formation Problem

Most of the approaches of part family formation are also valid for cell formation problem

because they involve a block diagonalization of part machine matrix. Kusiak (1986) proposed a

quadratic programming model to consider the total interaction between pa-rts, and to restrict the

gloup sizes. Some graph set theoretic approaches are also included in Kusiak (1990). Kusiak and
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Chow (1987) developed a cluster identification algorithm for cell formation. Vakharia (1984)

provide a framework for the evaluation of cell formation methods. Wemmerlov and Hyer (1986)

provide a detailed information about cell formation problem and list 75 references on this topic.

Green and Sadowski (1984) give an excellent review of the assumptions, advantages and design

techniques of cellular manufacturing. Vakharia and Wemmerlov (1990) presenr a material flow

approach for cell formation. Hyer (1984) surveys U.S. manufacturing firms using group

technology. The latest work on this topic includes Adil et al. (1994). In the presenr rhesis, no

attempt has been made to investigate the cell formation problems. Therefore, we limit our

discussion of literature only to the part family formation problem and the design and the process

planning interaction aspects.

2.6. Literature on Fuzzy Restrictions, Fuzzy Term Sets and Fuzzy

Operators

In the context of fuzzy linguistic va¡iable and fuzzy restrictions, there are certain issues

such as finding the set of fazzy linguistic restrictions, determining suitable membership function

for each fuzzy set, and the selection of fuzzy operators that need to be discussed. The selection of

fuzzy restrictions depends on the application area of fuzzy linguistics and the amount of fuzziness

present in the problem situation. The number of fuzzy restrictions selected should be such that

problem size remains manageable without losing sight of the problem situation. A comprehensive

list of fuzzy restrictions is given in Schmucker (1982), 7,adeh (1975) and Zimmennann (1991). In

the present thesis, we have considered three fuzzy restrictions 'High', 'Medium' and'Low'.

There is a variety of methods reported in the literature that deal with determination of fuzzy sets.

Some of these methods include, binary direct rating method (Turksen 1986, Hersh andCa¡anazza
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197 6, Norwich and Tureen 1982 a, Norwich and Tu¡ksen 7982 b, Norwich and Tu¡ksen 1984),

continuous direct rating method (Turksen 1986, Oden 1977) and reverse rating method (furksen

1986). Saaty's weighted vector (Saaty 1980) can also be considered as a fuzzy membership

function of afuzzy set. These methods basically elicit experts' opinions and provide a procedure

to process the experts' evaluations of the fuzzy hedges. Either these methods can be applied on all

fuzzy restrictions to find thet fuzzy sets, or, after findin g the fuzzy set of a fuzzy restriction by

applying any of these methods, fuzzy sets of other restrictions can be found by the concentration,

dilation, contrast intensification and other modifier operators given in Schmucker (1982) and

Zimmermann (1991). However, these issues are more related to the development of fuzzy set

theory itself. The main emphasis in this study is to demonstrate the application of luzzy linguistics

for the data quantification stage of group technology problems under the assumption that thefuzzy

sets coresponding to the fuzzy restrictions are lnown a priori.

The other issue that needs discussion is the selection of fuzzy operators. The main concepts

used in most calculations infuzzy set theory are union, intersection and the extension principle of

fuzzy sets. Some authors have used operators different from 'max' and'min' operators to model

these concepts (see Hamacher 1976, Gaines L976, Zadeh 7975, Dubois and Prade 1980).

Existence of these additional operators gives the analyst an opportunity to use different operators

under different situations. However, the use¡s have to be careful while applying them (Turksen

1986). For example, the analyst must justify the existence of a ratio scale and an absolute scale for

using addition and multiplication operators. Other relevant work in this direction is Thole et al.

(1979). 'Max' and 'min' are the most commonly used operators to represent union and

intersection. 'Min' operator binds together different values of membership for a possible domain

value and'max' operator maximizes the degree of satisfaction over that binded fuzzy set. The

reason for the selection of 'max' and 'min' operators are their computational simplicity and
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computational efficiency especially when developing the computer code for the approach. The

availability of standard built-in 'max' and 'min' functions in most of the computer software

languages and spread sheet based software packages, is also responsible for their wide-spread use.

Probably the other reason for the popularity of 'max' and 'min' operators could be they were

recommended by Zadeh in his pioneering work on fuzzy ser rheory (Zadeh 1965).

2.7. Motivation and Objectives of the Research

Although the present resea¡ch was largely motivated by the benefits group technology has

to offer, the selection of research problems and the objectives pursued in this thesis depend on the

factors discussed below.

o Most of the eariier approaches to part family formation problem require precise numerical data

regarding the parts' attributes and hence dichotomously force the part to fall into the

classification scheme. However, the description of parts' attributes is generally ill-defined and

part attributes are too complex to render themselves to analysis through traditional discrete

methods. What is required is to develop an application-oriented investigation scheme which

should captue the parts' features in a most natural fashion and should account for the fuzziness

associated with the description of the parts' features. Fuzzy logic technique by virtue of fuzzy

linguistic variable concept has the capability to model these type of situations and is

computationally efficient. Ben-Adeh and Triantåphyliou (1992) has applied fuzzy set theory for

data quantification for group technology. The main disadvantage of their approach is the need

to estimate Isf:Qvf-Ðf} pairwise comparisons. Furthermore, if an acceptable level of consistency

index is not attained after solving the problem, procedure requires the decision maker to re-

evaluate all the pairwise comparisons. The flaws in the above approach motivated us to apply

fuzzy linguistic approach to part family formation problem. The linguistic approach followed in
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the present thesis, besides providing all the benef,rts of Ben-Arieh and Triantaphyllou (1992),

allows the user to specify feature weights through linguistic terms, eliminates the need of

pairwise comparisons and their re-evaluation and provides the ¡esults in the form of a distance

matrix which can be easily used as an input to the available clustering algorithms.

After quantifying the data for part family formation problem, we need a clustering algorithm

which besides forming the part families should also identify the central parr. The identification

of central part would allow us to perform a very selective and efficient search for the process

planning selection at the last stage. P-median (Kusiak 1985) clustering method requires

enoñnous amount of time to solve large sized problems. Srinivasan et al. (1990) model does

not identify the central part. We have used the integer programming formulation of set

covering type problems as a clustering method Set covering formulation identifies the central

part and solves the problem using far fewer va¡iables and constraints than both P-median

(Kusiak 1985) as well as assignment approach of Srinivasan er al. (1990).

Once the part families are formed, the problem is to assign new parts to these existing part

families. The literature on this problem is almost non-existent. The realization that the part

features are fuzzy in nature leads to the need to address the problem of new part allocation in a

fuzzy environment.

Although the issues and needs of standardization and integration in design and manufacturing

has been recognized by many researchers (for example, see Houtzeel and Brown 1984,

Crowley 1987, and Chevalier 1987). However, the literature on this topic lacks a formal

procedure to achieve this standardization and integration. Kusiak (1990) gives an integer

programming model for process selection, although it is not discussed in a group technology
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set up. The Kusiak (1990) model is also unable to solve large sized problems. We address the

problem in a group technology set up considering fuzzy linguistic data, provide an integer

programming model for the problem and develop a solution procedure for the given model that

solves the problem optimally.
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CHAPTER 3

A FUZZY LINGUISTIC APPROACH TO DATA QUANTIFICATION
AND CONSTRUCTION OF DISTANCE MEASURES FOR THE PART

FAMILY FORMATION PROBLEM

Most of the techniques related to part family formation require precise numerical data for parts'

features. However, in many situations, the parts' features are too ill-defined and are too complex

to be susceptible to analysis by traditional discrete methods. In such cases, this information could

be best described using phrases in a natural language. Fuzzy set theory has proved to be a viable

alternative to break down barriers between fuzzy human thinking and the machines that accept only

precise numerical data. In this chapter, Ìffe suggest an approach based on fuzzy linguistics to

quantify parts feature information for the part family formation problem which is traditionally

addre s sed throu gh conventional binary codin g s tructures.

3.1. Problem Discussion

The parts' features to be considered for part family formation depend on the objective and

application area of GT and there could be a variety of classification systems and hierarchical

schemes. The emphasis in this chapter is on the approach to systematically aggregate the parts'

features under afuzzy environment. The approach is general enough to accept any hierarchical

structure. A categorization of the parts' attributes that we consider in this chapter is exhibited in

Figure 3.1.
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Parts can be classified on their design attributes so rhat the parts that have simila¡ design

attributes can be designed with same procedures and by the same design specialist. Design features

could be classified into shape, size or functional attributes which may have further classifîcations

as well. Similarly, manufacturing attributes are important for grouping those parts which share

common production resources (e.g. machines, men, material handling etc.). Manufacturing

attributes are broadly classified into material handting, personnel requirements, auxiliary devices

requirements and processing requirements. Material handling considerations could lead to a single

material handling system and might reduce the cluttering of parrs. Material handling could. be

based on volume of parts. For example, handling system designed for high volume may not be

economically justifîable for a part with low volume. Material handling could also be based on

handling care requirements. For example, it makes sense to have separate handling systems for

fragile and non-fragile parts. Another manufacturing attribute is the personnel requirements. For

example, it is imperative to group parts with similar inspection requirements and same degree of

labor skills required, resulting in high utilization of personnel. It is also logical to manufacture

highly expensive parts in a separate cell with adequate security and supervisory measures against

the risk of pilferage etc. Another branching of manufacturing attributes is the auxiliary devices.

Groupings parts with s¿Lme set of jigs and fixtures would result in a reduction of set up times by

eliminating the time for moving these tools from one cell to anorher. This also simplifies tool

storing and tool transportation. Similarly, considering the limited shop suppties such as cutting

fluids would result in a saving in time which would otherwise be wasted in moving these supplies

from one cell to another. Finally, perhaps the most popular and most researched area in cellular

manufacturing is to base parts' similarity on their processing requirements with an objective of

processing a part family in a self-sufficient machine cell with minimum inter-cellular movements.
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Many parts' similarity indices are based on thei¡ machining requirements which, in turn, helps

inefficient formation of machine cells. This attribute could be further classified into different

machine types required by a part. In Figure 3.1., we consider, lathe work, drill work and boring

work. Note that the above mentioned attributes and their classifications are not exhaustive.

Variations and modifications which are intuitively satisfying can be made, but the approach

presentedin this chapteris quite general to handle different type ofhierarchical structures.
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We recognize that there is aiways some fuzziness involved in parts' attributes and this

fuzziness lies in the description of parts' features. Therefore, there is a need for an application-

oriented investigation approach which should capture the parts' features in a most natural fashion

and should account for the fuzziness associated with the description of the parts' features. In the

sequel, we shall develop an approach to deal with this problem based on fuzzy linguistics.

The fuzzy linguistic models (Schmucker 1982) can be used to construct a friendly user

interface with the system. In other words, the user can input a response to parts' feature query in a

natural language fashion such as high, Iow, sort of, fairly high which can be processed in the

background in numerical data. Until now, the use of computer has been timited by its inability to

accept intuitive feelings as input. This is because a computer is designed to process numbers and it

does not have the capability to convert qualitative variables into quantifiable data. We believe that

the approach presented in this paper might add a new dimension in voice communication with the

computers. Another advantage of this procedure is that we can limit the size of input data to a

manageable amount without losing sight of the problem.

3.2. The Approach

The approach uses the theory of fuzzy sets introduced by Zadeh (1965). Fuzzy sers or

subsets are those ill-defined and not-distinct collections of objects with unsharp boundaries in

which the transition from membership to non-membership in a subset of a reference set is gradual

rather than abrupt. Fuzzy set theory is formalization of graded concepts. It is an extreme

generalization of ordinary set theory and is designed to handle the concept of parrial truth. A central

concept of fiizzy set theory is that it is permissible for an element to belong parrly to a
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fuzzy set. It provides an adequate conceptual framework as well as a mathematical tool to model

real world problems which are often obscure and indistinct. The present model is based on

'Linguistic Variable' concept of fuzzy set theory. The Linguistic variable concept is introduced in

Chapter 1.

'We give a unified base for parts' attributes in the form of a composite attribute fuzzy set

(CAFS). Information contained for a part in the hierarchy is condensed to single CAFS for that

part. V/e set appropriate linguistic weights for all attributes in the hierarchy, and assign linguistic

performance ratings to the lowest members of the hierarchy. Then, we compute the performance

ratings of the higher members as we systematically ascend up in the hierarchy. We shall frequently

use the following acronyms in this chapter:

Performance Ratings: High (HP), Medium (MP), Low(LP).

Weightage: High (HW), Medium (N{W), Low (LW).

Our approach consists of the following steps.

Step 1. Identify and classify the relevant parts' attributes and present them in a hierarchical

structure (Figure 3.2.).

Decide upon the natural language expressions (fuzzy restrictions), their membership

function values and their range of variation. This should be done for both performance

ratings and weights (Figure 3.3.).

Assign the linguistic weights to all the attributes €igure 3.2.), andassign linguistic

performance ratings for a part at the lowest level of the hierarchy .

Step 2.

Step 3.
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tibute Fuzzv Set
tmonnc-? '

Manufacturine
PerformancePl=?
Weight W2=ÉIW

Desisn
Perform"ance P1=?
Weight V/I=LW

[ænsth
Perforrñ. P3=?

WeightW3=LW

Volume
Perform. P5=?

Drill Work
Perform. P7=?

Figure 3.2. Relevant Parts'Attributes along with their Weights.
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Figure 3.3. Linguistic Variable, Its Fuzzy Restrictions and Membership Values.
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Step 4. This step evaluates the performance ratings of elements at higher level in hierarchy

from the performance ratings of elements at a lower level. The calculation used is the

lazzy weighted mean of fuzzy sets, defined as follows (Kangari and Riggs 1989,

Schmucker 1982)

(1)

where

P =Fuzzy set representing the performance ratings at a higher level.

Wi = purtt weightage factor of component i at a lower level.

Pi=Fuzzy performance rating of component i at a lower level.

Using the notation given in Zimmermann (1991) to representfuzzy sets, we use the

following fuzzy formulae involving 'max', 'min' operators for fuzzy addition,

multiplication and division (Schmucker l9SZ,Zimmerrnann 1991). If A and B are t'wo

fiizzy sets given as

A = [x, Fn(x)], B = [y, ttn(y)],

in which x and y are the elements of universe X and Y, respectively, then

A+B = max[(x+y), min( Ft(x), Lrs(y) )],

A*B = max[(x*y), min( pr¡(x), pe(y) )],

AÆ = max[(x/y), min( pa(x), ps(y) )]

Using these versions of fuzzy addition, multiplication, division and. equation (1), we

keep on calculating the performance rating at the higher levels until we hit the root or

Tw..p
_LtliP=ET-
Iwt
i=1
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topmost node of hierarchy. The performance rating of the top most node gives the

composite attribute fuzzy set (CAFS) for a part. The membership degree for the

missing discrete values can be calculated by assuming a linear inteqpolation be¡ween

two points.

Step 5. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 to compure the CAFS's for atl the parts.

Step 6. Compute the euclidean distance between all pairs of CAFS's and construct a distance

matrix [4¡l for the parts. For finding the Euclidean distance between the parts, the

fuzzy sets need to be defined on common membership values. The degree of

membership of the missing members be¡veen nvo discrete values is calculated by the

linear interpolation. The euclidean distance between two fuzzy sets A and B with

respective membership functions tte(x) and pg(x) over universe X, is defined as

(Schmucker 1982):

dAB = 

[à 
,u^,.1 - prr*))']"'

Steps 1 to 6 are computer coded in SUN PASCAL. The program asks for number of

parts and the performance and weightage of nodes in the features hierarchy, and

constructs a distance matrix between the parts as an output.

The focus in the present chapter is to generate a distance matrix between the parts given a vague

description of the parts features. The matrix generated in Step 6 can be used as an input to any of

the available similarity or distance matrix based approaches for obtaining cluster of parts or paft

families. However, in Chapter 4, we suggest one such approach for clustering which is

compatible with our objective for process plan selection in Chapter 6.
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3.3. Numerical Example

V/e illustraæ the approach with the help of a numerical example, where we have to generate

a distance matrix among 5 paru.

Step 1. Consider a hierarchical structure of parts' features containing 7 nodes at 3 levels with 2

branches emerging from each node ( as in Figure 3.2).

Step 2. Consider the following natural language expressions or fuzzy restrictions.

Low = [(0,1.0), (1,0.6), (2,0.3)]

Med = [(1,0.4), ( 2,1.0), (3,0.2)]

Hi = [(3,0.3), (4,0.7), ( 5,1.0)]

In the above example, we have considered the same fuzzy restrictions for performance

rating as well as the weightage scheme. These fuzzy restrictions can be diagramatically

shown as in Figure 3.4.

Membership
Degree

Value of Member

Figure 3.4. Graphical View of Fuzzy Restrictions.
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Step 3. Consider the following weights for the nodes representing parts' features .

Weight for node 1 = LW

Weight for node 2 =LW

Weight for node 3 = MW

Weight for node 4 = HW

Weight for node 5 = LW

Weight for node 6 = HW

The performance ratings of 5 parts as judged on the four detailed features lying at the bottom level

of hierarchy are listed in the following Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Data on Performance Ratings of Five Parts.

Pan Performance at
Number Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4

1

2

3

4

5

MP LP HP LP

LP LP HP MP

MP LP LP HP

LP HP HP LP

LP HP LP LP

Step 4 and 5. The repeated use of equation (1) along with fuzzy addition, multiplication and

division operators on all the parrs yield the following CAFS:
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CAFS for Part 1= [(0, 0.6), (6, 0.4), (7,0.3), (23,0.2), (32,0.5), (38, 0.0)]

CAFS for Part 2 = [(0,0.4), (7,0.3), (28, 0.2), (30, 0.16), (38, 0.0)]

CAFS for Part 3 = [(0, 0.6), (7, 0.4), (9, 0.3), (23,0.2), (38, 0.0)]

CAFS for Part 4 = [(0, 0.6), (9, 0.4), (10, 0.3), (38 ,0.3)]

CAFS for Part 5 = [(0, 0.6), (8, 0.3), (36, 0.2), (38, 0.0)]

Note that for the purpose of simplicity, we report only those values of CAFS where the degree of

membership changes value. All the intermediate members have the same degree of membership as

reported in the previous member.

Step 6. After computing the euclidean distance ben¡¿een alt pairs of CAFS's, we construct a

distance matrix [41J for the parts as given below in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Euclidean Distance Matrix Between Parts.

Parts
I23

1

t

Parts 3

4

5

0.000

0.t47

0.292

0.737

0.532

0.1,47

0.000

0.339

0.762

0.555

0.292

0.339

0.000

0.550

0.364

0.737 0.532

0.762 0.555

0.550 0.364

0.000 0.447

0.447 0.000
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3.4. Computational ExperÍence

This section demonstrates the computational performance of the proposed approach. An

experimental set up was designed to test the linguistic approach on a set of randomly generated

problems of different sizes. The parameters selected to reflect the problem size are number of

levels of hierarchy and number of branches per node. For experimental pu{poses, number of

branches per node is assumed to be constant for a pafiicular problem. However, as shown in

Figure 3.2., it can vary. If L denotes the number of levels and B denotes the number of branches

per node, then

Total number of nodes in the hierarchy = #

If i denotes the index for a level, say i = 1,2, . .. , L, then number of nodes at any level i is

B i -1 and hence

Number of nodes at the bonom level of the hierarchy = BL1

Fuzzy performance ratings for bottom level and fuzzy linguistic weights at each node were

assigned through a random number generator. The fuzzy linguistic approach of this chapter was

coded in SUN PASCAL and run on a SUN SPARC 5 STATION at University of Manitoba. The

execution times for problems of different sizes a¡e reported in CPU seconds in Table 3.3.

The computer code can handle problems with 200 nodes with a provision to increase this

capacity. However, since each node represents a part feature, this size is sufficiently large for all

practical problems. The average computer time taken and nodes as a function of number of

branches and number of levels of hiera¡chy are exhibited in Figures 3.5. and 3.6.
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Table 3.3. Average Execution Times (in seconds) for Problems of Different Sizes.

Lævels (L) Branches per
node (B)

Total nodes Nodes at bottom
level

Average CPU time
(in seconds)

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

00.014

00.030

00.031

00.036

00.047

00.064

00.091

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

13

2t

3T

43

57

73

91

9

t6
25

36

49

64

81

00.125

00.297

00.361

00.528

01.169

0r.494

01.764

2
-J
4

5

15

40

85

156

8

27

64

t25

00.261,

02.030

67.854

91.280

2
õ
J

3l
t21

T6

81

03.644

62.281
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These graphs show a trade-off between the details and features considered in problem

analysis, and the computer time taken to solve the problem. This should give a good idea about the

degree of details the decision maker can afford, to get the solution in a reasonable amount of

computational time. For example, as the number of features or number of nodes in the hierarchy

increases, the computation time also increases. More nodes or features could be added to the

hierarchy in two ways: either increasing the number of branches or increasing the number of

levels. However, if the position of a feature is not fîxed in the hierarchy, increasing the number of

branches at some lower level seems a more lucrative way to increase the number of nodes. For

example, a hierarchy with 40 nodes at 4levels with 3 branches per node took 2030 milliseconds to

solve, but a hierarchy with 43 nodes at 3 levels with 6 branches per node took only 528

milliseconds to solve. This indicates that adding more features at a lower level of details provides a

faster way to solve the hierarchy.

The present chapter provides afazzy linguistic approach to data quantiflcation for the part

family formation problem. The approach is useful in situations where the feature description of the

parts is ambiguous. The traditional approaches fail to model fuzzy description of parts whereas the

linguistic approach of the present chapter successfully captures the fuzziness. The approach is

illustrated with the help of an example for which computational experience is also given.
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CHAPTER 4

A SET COVERII\G APPROACH FOR THE PART
FAMILY FORMATION PROBLEM

This chapter offers an alternative and eff,rcient formulation of the part family formation problem as

a set covering problem. This results in reduced number of constraints and variables as compared to

P-median and other available techniques used to model this problem. The set covering formulation

is simple to understand and apply, and can effectively handle large problems. The problem can be

solved using numerous efficient methods available in literature for the set covering problem. The

model is illustrated with the help of a numerical example.

4.L. Problem Discussion

Part family formation (PFF) problem usually involves construction of a distance matrix

between parts based on some criteria. This distance matrix is used as an input to various heuristics

or integer programming formulations to get the clusters of parts.

Before formally stating the set covering version of the PFF problem, we briefly d.iscuss the

nature of the problem to highlight the implicit trade-offs. If we disregard the number of part

families while clustering, the resulting divisive clustering will split the entire set of parts into highly

homogenous families. Such an arrangement will have number of part families equal to the number

of parts with each family containing a single individual part. On the other hand, if we try to
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minimize the number of part families without giving any consideration to group homogeneity, the

corresponding agglomerative clustering techniques will ultimately reduce the entire part spectrum

into a single cluster containing all the pafis. So the PFF problem can be viewed as one of

determining the optimal trade-off between a higher homogeneity of groups versus fewer number of

families. P-median model (Kusiak 1985) controls, and in a way restricts this trade-off by assigning

number of part families. The problem is solved at various values of number of clusters to find the

ideal number of clusters. W'e seek to achieve this trade-off in set covering model in two stages.

First stage is location of potential candidates for central parts which can cover all the parts based on

a threshold distance. Threshold distance creates a distance boundary around the central part and

defines the qualification and non-qualification of a part to belong to that central part. Second stage

is the allocation procedure which assigns parts to the nearest central pa.rt, i.e. tries to achieve

homogeneity. Therefore, the set covering approach provides an analysis for determining part

families. After recognizing that the PFF problem can be viewed as a set covering problem, the

problem can be solved using various eff,rcient procedures such as cutting plane method. In the

sequel, we discuss the set covering approach as an alternative way of looking at the PFF problem.

There were a number of reasons which influenced the selection of the set covering

approach for the present thesis. The set covering approach is compatible with the threshold

distance concept introduced above. The set covering approach provides an efficient clustering

method using far fewer variables and constraints than the earlier approaches such as Kusiak (1985)

and Srinivasan et al. (1990). More importantly, it satisfies our need to identify the central parts for

the objectives to be pursued for the process planning selection model in Chapter 6. In the set

covering approach, it is assumed that the decision maker might have an idea about the threshold

value of the distance However, in the experimental section, we undertake some experimental

simulation to seek guidelines for specifying the threshold distance. Having discussed the necessary

background information, we are now in a position to formally state the model approach.
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4.2. Model Formulation

The set covering version of PFF problem basically deals with the selection of central parts

which can act as representative parts for the families and the assignment of other parts to the central

parts. The problem is then twofold. First, choose those central parts from the available set of parts

which can cover certain parts falling within a pre-assigned threshold distance and then other parts

are assigned to these central parts in a manner so that the distance of a part from central part is

minimum. W'e use the following notation in our model.

Notation.

4j = Distance befween Part i and Part j.

D,n = Threshold distance specifred by the decision maker .

^.. _ Íl ifpart i is covered by pattj
'u - l0 otherwise

*. _ I 1 ifpartj is selected as a central part
^l - [0 otherwise

The steps of the procedure can be formally stated as follows:
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Stage 1. Location of Central Parts

The locaúon of central parts involves two steps. First to f,rnd potential candidates to be the central

parts through a binary coefficient matrix and then identify the actual central parts from a

mathematical programming program.

Step 1. Construction of a Binary Coefficient Matrix

Based on the threshold distance, a binary coeffrcient matrix taiJ is prepared which is an

input to the next step. The idea of constructing a binary coefficient matrix t+J is to find

potential candidates j for cenral positions which can cover parts i falling within a certain

threshold distance, Dtll , based on the following relation.

^ _ Í 1 if d1; SD*'
o': - l0 othe-rwise

i, j = I,2,.. . , [, where n is the total number of parts.

Step 2. Set Covering Model

Giving the binary coefficient matrix in Step 1 as an input, the best central pafis to cover

other parts are selected based on the following set covering 0-1 mathematical programming

model.

muumlze (1)I*¡
j=1

subject to
n

Iuux.¡ )1,
j=l

Y i= L,2, (2),n

(3)rIlx¡e {0, 1} Y j=7,2,

The objective function (1) in the above model expresses the minimization of the number of part

families or the minimization of the number of parts who can cover all other parts. Consraint set (2)
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ensures that each part is covered by at least one central part. Constraint set (3) puts a binary

restriction on the decision variables depending on whether or not the part is selected as a central

part.

Stage 2. Allocation of Parts to the Central Parts

Parts allocation is done in the following manner. Consider the distance matrix [{]
between the parts. In this matrix, we consider only those columns which correspond to the central

parts. Starting with first row, assign each part to a central part having the smallest entry in its row

for only those columns that correspond to the central parts.

In case of capacity restrictions on the size of a part family, a paÍ may be assigned to a part

family based on the next best entries (larger than the smallest entries). Repeat this step until all the

parts are assigned to the appropriate central parts.

4.3. Numerical Example

Consider a problem of grouping five parts. The distance matrix between these five parts

generated from the linguistic procedure given in the Chapter 3, is presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1. Distance Matrix between Parts.

Parts

12345

ldijl = Parts

1 0.000 0.199 0.374 0.529 1.110

2 0.199 0.000 0.424 0.498 1.138

3 0.374 0.424 0.000 0.468 t.045

4 0.529 0.498 0.468 0.000 1.166

5 1.110 1.138 1.045 1.166 0.000
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l-etDû =0.6996 (607o of the maximum distance).

Stage 1. Location of Potential Central Candidate Parts

Step 1. Construction of a Binary Coefficient Matrix

Using a threshold distance Dth = 0.6996 and the definition of a¡¡ given is section

4.2.,we construct the following binary matrix between parts given in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2. A Binaty Coefficient Matrix between the Parts.

Parts

12345

111110
211110

[uij]= Parts 3 1 1 1 1 0

411110
500001

Step 2. Set Covering Model

Taking the binary coefficient matrix of Table 4.2. as an input, we obtain the following

0-1 integer programming formulation based on the set covering model given in section

4.2.
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Minimize x1 * x2 + x3 + x4 * x5

subject to

1.x1 +1.x2+1.x3+1.x4+0.x5 > 1

1.x1 +L.x2+ 1.x3+1.x4+0.x5 > 1

1.x1 +1.x2+1.x3+1.x4+0.x5 > 1

1.x1 + L.x2+ 1.x3 + l.xa + 0.x5 > 1

0.x1 +0.x2+0.43+0.x4+1.x5 > 1

x¡e {0, 1} V j =1,2,...,n

All these constraints are given for individual parts, but as the binary coefficients for the f,ust four

parts turn out be the same, we have three redundant constraints in the above formulation.

Therefore, the problem can be solved using only the first and the last constraint. V/e have solved

the problem using HYPERLINDO software on an IBM machine and obtained the following

solution.

xl =1, xZ=0, X3=0, X4=0, x5=1

This indicates that Part 1 and Part 5 act as central parts.

Stage 2. Allocation of Parts to the Central Parts

Now consider only columns 1 and 5 of the distance matrix [d¡¡] of Table 4.1. Starting with

first row, keep on assigning parts to these central parts depending on if the part is closer to Part 1

or Part 5. This can be done by looking at the minimum entry in column 1 and 5 for the same row.

For example, Part 2 (corresponding to row 2) has an entry of 0.199 in column 1 and 1.138 in

column 5. So Pan2 is assigned to Part 1. This type of allocation results in the followingpart

families.

PartFamily 1 = {Part 1 (central), Part2, Part 3, Part4}

Part Family 2 = {Part 5 (cenral) }
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4.4. Experimental Analysis

The approach in this chapter is computer coded in SUN PASCAL. The number of parts, the

distance matrix between parts and a threshold distance are given as an input to this computer

progam. The computer program generates a 0-1 set covering integer programming model. This 0-

1 integer pro$am is solved on HYPERLINDO software to identify the central parrs. The ourput

information from this solution is given as an input to a SUN PASCAL program for the allocation

stage which gives us the desired part families.

For the experimental purpose, a trade-off analysis was performed between the threshold

distance and the number of part families formed. The threshold distance could be varied in a range

of maximum possible distance between two parts to the minimum possible distance between two

parts. Problems of different sizes were solved in this range. The threshold distance was varied

from 20Vo to 80Vo of this possible distance range to observe its effect on the number of part

families formed. The results of these experiments are reported in Table 4.3. and are plotted in

Figure 4.1.
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Table 4.3. Results of Experimental Analysis.

Problem
Number

Th¡eshold Distance
(7o of Range)

Number of Parts
51015

Number of Families Formed

497
474
363
243
223
222
221

20

30

40

50

60

70

80
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Figure 4.1. Graph of Threshold Distance versus Number of Part Families
(ForNumber of Parrs = 10).

These results show that as we increase the threshold distance, the number of part families

formed reduces. Intuitively, this result makes sense because when we increase the threshold

distance, we make it easier for a part to qualify this threshold distance. Therefore, more parts filter

through the threshold distance and the central parts can cover more and more of other parts.

Therefore, only a few number of central parts are capable of covering the entire set of pa:rs which

results in reduced number of part families. Such an analysis faciiitates the selection of a threshold

distance for a particular problem. The number of part families formed as a result of different

threshold distances can be judged based on homogeneity measures such as minimum within group
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distances and maximum between groups' distances.

Although, the selection of number of clusters depends on the partitioning nature of the data

set, it has been shown in statistical experiments (Botbol 1989) that for most data sets, the

following formula provides a reasonably good number of clusters to start with.

Number of clusters = 1 + 3.3 log n, where n is the total number of parts.

This number of clusters or part families (y-axis in Figure 4.1.) can be used to get a good threshold

distance, the corresponding value along x-axis in Figure 4.1.

4.5. A Discussion on the Solution Procedures

The set covering model involves pure 0-1 variables which makes it quite effîcient to solve as

an integer program. For very large sized problems, the solution techniques to solve the set

covering problem are well developed. It is usually possible to eliminate some variables and

constraints from set covering problem through some size reduction rules before applying the

solution procedure. These reduction rules detect infeasibility, identify optimal values for some

variables, and may show that some of the constraints will be automatically satisfied and hence

could be eliminated. Even in some cases, the reduction rules may themselves solve the problem.

Computational experience of many researchers (Love et al., 1988 ) indicates that linear relaxation

of set iovering formulation frequently produces integer solution as required. Sometimes only a few

number of variables take fractional values which can be easily handled through cutting plane or

branch and bound methods.
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4.6. Features of the Set Covering Model for Part Family Formation

The set covering approach for the pan family formation problem has a number of features

some of which are discussed in this section. The number of part families is an outcome of the

solution procedure, instead of a parameter specified by the decision maker. Instead, the threshold

distance in the set covering model is an external parameter which actually lets the user control the

similarity of the parts $ouped together. The level of similarity attained between a central part and

other parts clustered around it, may not be acceptable to the decision maker. This situation is

known only after solving the problem in the P-median (Kusiak 1985) and assignment model

(Kusiak 1990); however, in the set covering formulation, this situation is unlikely to happen

because each pair of parts is filtered through the threshold distance at the outser. The worst

similarity level between a central part and its surrounding pan will not be worse than the acceptable

level of similarity specified by the decision maker through threshold distance.

The solution techniques of set covering models are more developed as compared with other

models. Powerful and efficient solution procedures are available (optimal as well as heuristics) for

set covering models, including the cutting plane method, the branch and bound method, the

lagrangian relaxation method, reduction rules and column generation method (see Francis et al.

L992,Love et al. 1988).

In the objective function of set covering, the decision maker has the option of assigning

weights to x¡ variables so that those x¡ variables having low weights are selected as central parts.

This could have important implications in design because the design specialist may have a bias in

favor of certain parts that could be considered as the basis for designing other parts. In such

situations, assigning low weights to basis parts will force such parts to be selected as central parts
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from which it is convenient to make modifications. Finally, the allocation procedure of the set

covering model allows the decision maker to put capacity restrictions on the size of the part family.

In the present chapter, we have given a set covering G1 integer progm.mming model for the

part family formation problem. The model uses fewer variables and constraints than the previous

approaches and has efficient solution techniques available. The model is illustrated through a

numerical example.
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CHAPTER 5

NEW PART ALLOCATION PROBLEM CONSIDERING

FUZZY LINGUISTIC DATA

Due to changing market needs, customers' desires for customized products and marketing

managers' tendencies to encourage requests for specialized products, new parts are often

introduced at an alarming rate. This trend results in a wide range of product variation and is very

likely to pose the problem of new part allocation in an existing group technology production

system. The new part allocation problem deals with the assignment of a new part to already

existing part families. In this chapter, the problem is addressed in an environment where the parts'

features data is described using fuzzy linguistic terrns. The approach is illustrated with the help of a

numerical example.

5.1. Problem Discussion

The new part allocation problem differs from the part family formation problem in the sense

that whereas part family formation deals with the initial grouping of all of the parts into

homogenous part families, the new part allocation problem deals exclusively with the allocation of

new pafts to already existing part families. In the present chapter, we give an approach for the new

part allocation problem when the data regarding the parts features is describedinfuzzy linguistic

tenns. Fuzzy linguistic data offers some significant advantages over traditional binary data. One

drawback of traditional approaches is that they demand precise data regarding parts' features in
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a binary form and hence dichotomously force parts to fall into the classification scheme. We

recognize the existence of fuznness in the description of parts' features. Infuzzy situations, parts'

features are too ill-defined to render themselves to simple analysis through tradiúonal binary data

based approaches. We follow the suggestedfuzzy linguistics approach discussed in Chapter 3 to

successfully capture the fuzziness associated with the parts' features in a natural fashion.

In the present problem we have a new part with an ambiguous description to be allocated

to one of the available part families. To assign this new part, we need a mechanism to evaluate the

degree of closeness of this new part to the existing part families and to assign the new part to a

family to which it bears maximum closeness. Such a mechanism was identif,red by the distance

between the fuzzy set of the new part and the fuzzy set of the part family over all the features

considered. Since the part feature description is available in fuzzy form, the linguistic variable

concept is used to describe the data.

Accordingly, the approach followed in the present chapter is based on the linguistic

variable concept of fuzzy set theory introduced in Chapter 1. The following diagram helps to

conceptualize the fuzzy linguistic concept where we have considered three fuzzy restrictions Low,

Medium and High. For reporting conciseness, low performance is denoted by'Low', medium

performance by 'Med', and high performance by 'Hi'.
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^/ 

Linguistic Variable

Fuzzy Restrictions

Membership values

TT

r23
Figure 5.1. Linguistic Terms for the Performance Data.

For the new part allocation problem considered in the present chapter, the linguistic ærms

given in Figure 5.1. are used to describe the performance data regarding parts features. In the

sequel, we outline an approach to deal with the new part allocation problem.

5.2. The Approach

The approach is explained through the progressive development of the following steps.

Step 1. Iæt m = 1, 2, . . ., p, be the index for a part family where p is the total number

of part families. Set m = 1, i.e., consider Part Family 1. Go to Step 2.
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Step 2.

Step 3.

List the linguistic data for the Part Family m, on a matrix with columns representing

parts pi in the family and rows representing the features f¡ at the bottom level of the

part feature hierarchy considered in Chapter 3. The entries in this data matrix consists

of.fuzzy linguistic terms used to describe that part feature. V/e have considered three

fazzy restrictions or data terrns ('Low', 'Med', and 1Hi') in this chapter, however it is

strai ghtforward to consider additional fuzzy re strictions.

Starting with row 1 in the above data matrix, inspect all the rows of this data matrix to

find out the relative frequency of appearance of the linguistic terms ('Low', 'Med',

and'Hi') in each row. Relative frequencies should be specified for a complete range of

linguistic terms. Those linguistic terrns which are not present for a feature should be

assigned a relative frequency of zero. The results of this step define the degree of

representation of all ttre features in the Part Family m.

The relative frequencies of appearance of different teûns may be considered the degree

of membership of that term in a fuzzy set. This concept complies with Turksen ( 1986).

This degree represents the amount of that feature prcsent in the part family.
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Step 4. Considering the ünguistic terms of Step 3 as the domain elements and their relative

frequencies as their membership values, we get fuzzy sets corresponding to all the

features and the Part Family m, on a common linguistic domain set. The results of

this step can be represented on a single column matrix, F(m), with the column

representing the Part Family m and the rows representing the features. The entries in

this column matrix areruzzy sets with linguistic domain which reflects the

performance of the whole family with respect to different features. These fuzzy sets

differ from the traditional fuzzy sets in the sense that the domain set of these fuzzy sets

are linguistic terms whereas the domain set of the ordinary fuzzy sets are numerical

numbers.

Step 5. If, m = p , then go to Step 6, otherwise set m = m+l and go to Step 2.

Step 6. (i) List the linguistic data for the new part in the form of a single column matrix

with column representing the new part and the rows representing the features.

The entries in the column matrix arefuzzy linguistic terms.

(ii) Rearrange the data for the new part in the form of fuzzy sets by assigning a

membership value of '1' to those linguistic terms that a¡e present for a particular

feature and a value of '0' to those linguistic terms which are not present. This yields

the data for the new part in the form of fuzzy sets on a complete range of

linguistic domain. Denote this column marrix by F (new).

Step 7. Find the sum of the euclidean distances berween F (new) andF (m),

m = 1, 2, . . ., p. over all the features using result (4) given below.
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Denote this sum of euclidean distances by D,,.,,n"*. Derive the result (4) as follows.

Define the euclidean distance between two fuzzy sets A and B with respective membership

functions [tn(x) and pg(x) over universe X, as (Schmucker 1982):

t-- , ,r1*
dAB = lI (poC.) - ts(x))" l- (t)

l-xex I

Obtain the euclidean distance d1,,""* between tvto f:uzzy sets, one representing feature, fi,

(i = 1, 2 , . . . , r) in the Part Family m, and the other representing feature, fi , (i = l, 2, . . . , r)

in the new part, using (2) as below.

where, i=1,2,...,Í
m = 1, 2,...,p

the linguistic domain, X = (Low, Med, Hi)

Vy'e, flust f,rnd the euclidean distance between wo fazzy sets for a pa-rticular feature and then we

sum all the distances to find the total distance, D*,n"r" , between a new part and the Part Family

m. Thus, D*',"* is given by the following relation (3), as follows.

D*,.,"o,=id;,n"* (3)
i=1

where, m = 1,2,...,p.

From (2), substituting the value of d,in,n"," in (3), we get

d'*,,"* = 
[],. 

(F'-(*) - u,,."-t*i)']å (2)
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D-*"* = å [Ð {u'-,x) - F'n"*,.,)t]å (4\

where, i=1,2,...,f
m = 1, 2,.. .,p
the linguistic domain, X = ([,ow, Med, Hi)

This result (4) is used to find the sum of euclidean distances between a Part Family m,

and the new part.

Step 8. Assign the part to a part family to which it is nearest based on a minimum sum of

euclidean distances criterion, i.e.,

Il Dq,r,"* = 
Ttn 

(D*,r"*), m = 1, 2, - -.,P,

then assign the new part to Part Family q .

5.3. Numerical Example.

The example considered in this section illustrates the use of the proposed methodology .

The following data for the numerical example is considered.

The number of part families, p =2 .

Consider the following five features based on which two part families are obtained through

linguistic procedure and clustering procedure of Chapters 3 and 4.
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fi = Length , fz= Diameter, f¡ = Width, f4= Lathe Work, fS = DriU Work.

We have 18 parts with parts 1 to 10 belonging to Part Family 1 (PF1) andParts 11 to 18

belonging to Part Family 2 (PFz).

PFl = { Pr , Pz, P¡, P¿, Ps , Po, Pz, Ps , Ps, Pro }

PF2 = { Prr , Prz, Pr¡ , Pr¿, Prs, Pro, Prz, Pra }

The linguistic data for the parts belonging to these part families and the new paft is given in the

following Tables 5.1. - 5.3.

Table 5.1. Data for Part Family 1 (m = l).

Parts
Pl P2 P3 P4 Ps ProPeP8P7P6Features

f.rI

f1

f2

f.3

f4

fs

Hi Low Hi

Hi Md Hi

Low Med Hi

Med Low Hi

Low Md Md

Hi Low

Med Md

Hi Low

Low Med

Low Low

Med Hi

Md Hi

Med Low

Hi Low

Low Low

Med Hi

N4ed Low

Med Hi

Med Hi

Low Low

Md

Md

Hi

Hi

Med
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Table 5.2.Datafor Part Family 2 (m = 2).

Parts
Features Pri Prz Pr: Pr¿ Prs Pro Py Pra

fi

ft Hi Low Hi Med Hi Hi Low Med

fz Low Md Low Hi Low Md Low Low

E Md Hi N{ed Md Hi Md Md Hi

f4 Hi Md Low Low Md Hi Hi Med

E Low Low Hi Low Md Low Hi Low

Table 5.3. Data for the New Part.

Features New Part
fi

fl Hi

f2 Md

E Low

14 Hi

f5 Low
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Step 1. Inthepresentexample, m = 1, 2 and p=2.

Set m = 1, i.e. consider Part Family 1. Go to Step 2.

Part Family 1.

Step 2. Linguistic data for the Part Family 1 is represented in the form of a matrix in Table 5.1.

Go to Step 3.

Step 3. After inspecting all the rows in Table 5.1. to find out the relative frequency of

appearance of the linguistic terms ('Low', 'Med', and'Hi') in each row, these

relative frequencies are listed in the second column under'Part Family f in Table 5.4.

Go to Step 4.

Step 4. By performing Step 4, the fuzzy sets coresponding to all the features and ttre Part

Family 1, on a common linguistic domain set are given in the second column under

'F(1)'in Table 5.5. Go to Step 5.

' Step 5. Since m = 1, which is less than p (total number of part families), we ser m = 2, and

return to Step 2 for the Part Family 2.

Part Family 2.

Step 2. Linguistic data for the Part Family 2 is represented in the form of a matrix in Table 5.2.

Go to Step 3.

I Step 3. After inspecting all the rows in Tabte 5.2. to find out the relative frequency of

appearance of the linguistic terrns ('Low', 'Med', and'Hi') in each row, these

relative frequencies are listed in the third column under'Part Family 2' tnTable 5.4.

Go to Step 4.
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Step 4. By performing Step 4, the fizzy sets corresponding to all the features and the part

family 2, on a common linguistic domain set are given in the third column under

'F(2)'in Table 5.5. Go to Step 5.

Step 5. Since m =2 = p, we go to Step 6.

Table 5.4. Relative Frequency Data for the Linguistic Terms.

Features

f.rl

Part Family 1

Relative Frequency of
Low Med Hi

PartFamily 2

Relative Frequency of
l,ow Md Hi

fl

f2

E

f4

fs

0.2

0.1

0.3

0.3

0.7

0.3

0.6

0.3

0.3

0.3

0.5

0.3

0.4

0.4

0.0

0.25

0.625

0.0

0.25

0.625

0.25 0.5

0.25 0.125

0.625 0.375

0.375 0.375

0.125 0.25
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Table 5.5. Data in the Form of Fuzzy Sets on a Common Linguistic Domain.

Features Pan Family 1

fi F(1)
Pan Family 2
F(2)

fr {(Low, 0.2), (Med, 0.3), (Hi, 0.5)} {Gow, 0.25), (Med, 0.25), (Hi, 0.5)}

fz {(Low, 0.1), (Med,0.6), (Hi, 0.3)} {(Low, 0.625), (Med, 0.25), GIi, 0.125)}

\ {(Low, 0.3), (Med, 0.3), (Hi, 0.4)} {(Low, 0.0), (Med,0.625), (Hi, 0.375)}

f4 {(Low, 0.3), (Med, 0.3), (Hi,0.4)} {(Low, 0.25), (Med, 0.375), (Éli, 0.375)}

fs {(Low, 0.7), (Med, 0.3), (Hi, 0.0)} {(Low, 0.625), (Med, 0.125), (Hi, 0.25)}

New Part

Step 6. (i) Thelinguisticdataforthenewpartintheformof asinglecolumnmatrixwith

column representing the new part and the rows representing the features is given in

Table 5.3. Go to Step 6 (iÐ.

(ii) The fuzzy sets for the new part on a complete range of tinguistic domain are given

under 'F (new)'in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6. New Part Data on a Complete Range of Linguistic
Domain in the Form of a Fuzzy Set.

Features F (new)
fi

fl {(Low, 0.0), (Med,0.0), (Hi, 1.0)}

fz {(Low, 0.0), (Med, 1.0), (Hi,0.0)}

f3 {(Low, 1.0), (Med,0.0), (Hi,0.0)}

f4 {(Low, 0.0), (Med, 0.0), G{i, 1.0)}

fs ((Low, 1.0), (Med,0.0), (Hi, 0.0))

Step 7.

Using result (4) to find the euclidean distances between fuzzy sets on a parricular feature

and sum of the euclidean distances over all the features, the result of Step 7 are given

in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7. Euclidean Distances and Total Distances.

EuclideanDistances, då',"*

Features m=1 m=2

i= 1

í=2
i=3
í=4
i=5

0.616

0.510

0.860

0.735

0.424

0.612

0.984

r.237

0.770

0.468

Total Distance D-, n"r" = 3.145
(Minimum)

4.071

Step 8.

As evident from Table 5.7. that the total distance of the new parr from Part Family 1 is

minimum, therefore the new part is assigned to Part family 1.

This chapter describes an approach to model and solve the problem of assigning a new part

to the existing part families, i.e. the part family identification problem. The data for the problem is

considered in terms of fuzzy linguistic terrns. The approach is illustrated with the help of a

numerical example.
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CHAPTBR 6

AN APPROACH TO STANDARDIZATION AND
II.{TEGRATIOI\ OF THE DESIGN AI\D THE

PROCESS PLAF{NING

Standardization and integration of design and process planning figure prominently among

the numerous benefits group technology has to offer. The intent of this chapter is to present a

formal procedure to achieve the design and process planning standardization and to tink the design

and the process planning aspects in group technology considering alternate process plans. The

model structure includes a luzzy linguistic procedure to quantify the simila¡ity between process

plans and an integer programming formulation to standardize process plans and design. An optimal

solution procedure is developed to solve the problem. The approach is illustrated with the hetp of a

case example.

6.L. Problem Discussion

In a group technology environment, it is believed that economies can be gained if similar

activities can either be grouped and performed together, be partially eliminated through

standardization or be shown to be redundant if the result of such an activity is already stored in the

data base. Group technology brings together parts that are related by their size, shape or processing

requirements so that designers and process planners can take advantage of their similarities and this
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reduces the unique work problems confronting them. Design and process plans for a part family

can be standa¡dized and these can be linked through an integration approach. The net result of

such an investigation is, the process plans for the part families will be standardized defining what

is assessed to be a good base for design and manufacturing method for a part family. Such a base

can be used for future modifications. This will reduce the problems of design duplication,

unnecessary work plan proliferation, time consuming data retrieval systems and will also help in

reduction of parts' variety.

The problem is considered in a group technology setting where we have to select one

process plan which could be considered representative process plan for the whole part family and

we also have to select one process plan for each part in that part family. The objective pursued is

the minimization of the total cost of processing a part family while achieving a minimum threshold

similarity between the process plans selected. The model is based on the assumption that the

representative process plan for the part family belongs to the set of process plans for the central

part. This assumption is justified if a very high weight is given to the processing requirements of a

part during the early part family formation stage. In that case, the central part will be the part

whose processing requirements are maximally similar to the processing requirements of other

parts, and therefore the set of process plans for the central part is most likely to contain the

representative process plan for the whole part family. Note that identification of a central part at the

early part family formation stage allows us to perform a much more selective and efficient search

for process plans at this stage. This search is further refined by the threshold distance concept used

in the present thesis. The threshold distance basically eliminates those process plans from the

search procedure which fall beyond an acceptable level of similarity. The model will involve the

computation of distance measures between process plans, the selection of process plans for the
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problem in a GT set up with an objective to minimize the processing cost and development of a

solution procedure for the problem. Based on our assumption that the central paft (representative of

whole pan family) is most likely to contain the process plan for the family, the similarity

considered is between the process plans of the central part and the process plans of other parts in

the part family.

6.2. Model for Standardizing and Integrating the Design and the

Process Plans

The model basically consists of three major steps to achieve the standardization and

Integration of the Design and Process Plans. The first step computes the similarity between the

process plans. The fuzzy linguistic procedure of Chapter 3 has been used to achieve this objective.

The second step involves the application of an integer programming model to select the best

process plans for each part and a process plan for the central part which can be considered as the

overall best plan for the part family. Similarity (or distance) between the process plans and the

minimization of processing cost are the main considerations in this model. The last step involves

the use of an optimal solution procedure which may be used as an alternative to the integer

programming model when the problem size is unmanageable by the integer progr¿Lm.
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6.2.L. Application of Fuzzy Linguistic Procedure to Compute the

Distance Between Process Plans

The model used to compute the similarity beween process plans is based on the'Linguistic

Variable' concept introduced in Chapter 1. The approach given in Chapter 3 for quantifying the

distance measures between parts has been used in this chapter to compute the distance measures

between different process plans. The following acronyms are used to describe the data for the

process plans.

Performance Ratings: High (HP), Medium (MP), Low (LP).

V/eightage: High (HW), Medium (MV/), Low (LV/).

Briefly, the approach consists of a series of steps to identify the important features based

on which the process plans can be distinguished, to decide upon the natural language expressions

and their the membership function values, to assign the linguistic weights and performance ratings

in the featue hierarchy, and the computation of composite attribute fuzzy set (CAFS) for a process

plan using the weighted mean of fuzzy sets. Subsequently, we compute the euclidean distance

between the CAFS's corresponding to all the process plans and those process plans which

correspond to the central part. Note that the search for a process plan for the family is limited to the

central part since the central part is most likely to contain that process plan. The distance matrix

between the process plans can be used as an input to the integer programming model or the optimal

solution procedure developed in the following sections.
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6.2.2. Integer Programming Model Formulation

The first step in the approach is the creation of a set of feasible plans based on the threshold

distance (or similarity). At this stage the threshold distance eliminates those plans from

consideration which lie beyond an acceptable level of similarity and hence, are rendered infeasible.

In the second step, corresponding to each plan of the central part, the model selects from the

feasible plans, a set of plans for producing alt the parts. The model then selects an overall best plan

for the part family. The objective criterion considered is the minimization of the total cost of the

process plans or the total processing cost for the part family. We use the following notation in this

integer programming model.

V/e consider the following notation for the solution procedure.
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Notation.

N = Total number of parts in the part family.

i, k = Index for parts.

i,k=L,2,...,N.

c = Index value for the central part.

j = Index for process plans.

j=1,2,..-,Pi-

Pi = Total number of plans for Part i.

m = Index fortheprocess plans of centralPart. m =1,2, ...,P".
c¡ = Manufacturing cost of producing Part i using Plan j.

xü* = Decision variables for the problem.

v.. _ ¡ L, ifplanj ofpartiis selectedandplanmofcentralpartis selected, i+c
^tJm - t 0, otherwise

{jrn = Distance between Plan j of Part i and Plan m of central part.

d,n = Threshold distance for the plans to be candidates for the best plan selection.

ej* = Coefficient of x¡rn in the constraints as defined below.

ô.. ¡l , if d¡¡r¡ ( d,h , í+ c*rJm - t0, otheiwise

The steps of the procedure can be formally stated as follows:

A 0-1 integer programming formulation structure to model the problem will have the following

steps.
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Step 1. Construction of a Binary Coefficient Matrix

Based on an acceptable threshold distance (or similarity), a binary coefficient marix is prepared.

which is an input to the mathematical programming formulation. This binary matrix is formed

based on the definition of tj* given above.

Step 2. The Process Plans Selection Model

The process plans are selected based on the following mathematical programming model.

(1)
NPiP"

minimize
i=l j=| m=l

subject to
Pi Pc

I I ut¡-xijm = 1 Vi, (i+c)
j=l m=l
Pi Pk

I xijm=I xkjm Vi,k,m(i*k,i*c)
j=l j=l

x¡¡, = 0,1 for all i , j and m

(2)

(3)

(4)

The objective function (1) expresses the minimization of the total cosr of the process plans

selected. Constraint set (2) maintains the fact that we have to select a single process plan for each

part. We have put the restriction, i É c on this constraint set, because in the absence of such a

restriction the model may select more than one process plans for the central part. Constraint set (3)

represents that plans selected for the individual parts correspond to the same plan selected for the

central part. Constraint set (4) imposes the binary restriction on the variables dehned.
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6.2.3. An Optimal Solution Procedure

For the optimal solution algorithm, we use the same notation as given in the previous

sectlon.

Step 1. Binary Matrix and the Data Arrangement

Construct a binary coefficient matrix, [q¡,,r] between the process plans of the central part

and the process plans of all other parts based on the threshold distance as explained

above. Present these binary coefficients along with the cost information of process plans

in tabular form. The columns of this table represent the process plans of the central part

and the rows represent the process plans of all other pafts.

Step 2. Initialize the Counter

Set m = 1, i.e., consider the column which corresponds to the first process plan of the

central part.

Step 3. Column Feasibility Check

Examine the column for the Plan m selected for the central part. For each Part i , make

sure that at least one entry under any Plan j of Part i is '1'. This means that for each

plan selected for the central part, each other part has at least one process plan which is

feasible based on the distance threshold. If for a particular value of m and i alt the q¡n

entries are '0', then corresponding to this Plan m of cenral part, all the Plans j of Part i

violate the minimum threshold restriction. Hence this Plan m is rendered infeasible and in

this case, go to Step 6. If the central plan is feasible, go to Step 4.
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Step 4. Selecting other Plans Corresponding to a Feasible Central Plan

For the column of feasible cenral Plan m, for each Part i underline an enury of '1' which

corresponds to a Plan j with minimum cost, i.e., underline the entries of '1'

corresponding to cost Ci¡n where

Ci* = min {C¡"} corresponding to â¡m = 1,

J

i=1,2,...,N (i*c), and j=1,2,...,Pi.

Step 5. Cost Calculations

Set Cumulative cost, CUMC = 0,

In the column of m, add all the costs corresponding to underlined entries. This gives

cumulative cost of all other plans selected corresponding to this value of m.

we perform,

CUMC = CUMC + Ci- , where i -- 1,2,. . . , N (i * c)

Compute total cost of the plan selected for central part, m, and all the other plans selected

corresponding to this value of m by adding the cost of Plan m to the cumulative cost.

This means,

the Total cost, TCm = CUMC* C"-, where m = 1,2,...,P".

Go to Step 6.

Step 6. Counter Increment Condition

If m = P" , then go to Step 7, otherwise set m = m*1, i.e., consider the next Plan m of

the central part and go to Step 3.
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Step 7. Selecting the Best Process Plans

The plan gtitg the minimum total cost is selected as the best plan for the central part and

for the family. If the minimum cost corresponds to Plan t of the central part, i.e.

TC¡ = min [TC-], m=1, 2,...,P".
m

then, Plan t is the best plan for the central part and for the part family.

Examine the column of Plan t to identify the underlined entries. The plans corresponding

to ttrese underlined entries are considered as the best plans to produce other parts based

on minimum cost criterion given in Step 4.

From the integer programming model or the solution procedure given above, the best plan

to produce the central part can be considered as the standard process plan for the part family since

this plan is selected based on the similarity considerations. The design of the central part may be

considered as a base or standard design. The process plans to produce all other parts in the pa:t

family are identifred by the integer programming models and the solution procedure.
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6.3. Case Example
'We consider the following case study (Jackson, 1978) to illustrate the model. The

company manufactures brake linings for the motor industry. The current specifications for the

brake linings were 15,000 with 50 specifications added every week. The company mixes its own

raw material. The material is formed into 150 different radii of linings and cut into 3500 different

shapes. In general, the manufacturing processes consisted of mixing of raw materials of asbestos

and resin, forming the raw materials into basic sha¡res, and subsequently machining, stenciling and

finishing operations on the parts. Each brake lining could be manufactured through different

process plans. These procoss plans may differ in the type of machinery used, the sequence of

operations or performing multiple operations on a single machine by changing the tools. For

example, each mix may be baked into semi-frnished asbestos in a mould of the radius needed but a

few radii can account for the bulk of the parts or they can produce the material in semi-continuous

length using a special machine and then these lengths can be cut to the required sizes to perform

other machining operations. Changing the sequence of operations may lead to other process routes.

Since our problem is that of selection of standard plans, we assume that details of each process

plan are known. Normally, we would know the cennal part from the part family formation stage.

In the present case example, we are already given the following part family of brake linings

assuming part number 5 as the central part.
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o
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o 70

Figure 6.1. Famiiy of Brake Linings (Sou¡ce, Jackson 1978)
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The data generated for the example is given Tables 6.1. - 6.2.

Table 6.1. Data Regarding the Process Plans and their Costs.

Part Number Number of Process Plans Plan Number Cost (in dollars)

2

5

2

J

1

2

4J

4

1

1

2

2

J

6

7

8

9

10

5 (Central)

1

2

1

2

J

1

2

1

2

1

2

J

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

2
õ
J

35

37

34

40

42

38

43

50

54

48

45

49

4T

49

60

62

68

34

28

4l
43

38

Total number of process plans = 22
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6.3.1. Application of Fuzzy Linguistic Procedure

In the present example, we have to generate a distance matrix between 3 process plans

corresponding to the central part of a brake linings part family and 19 process plans corresponding

to all other parts in that part family.

The following steps correspond to the linguistic procedure given in Chapter 3.

Step 1.

The analysis of processing requirements indicates that the process plans will mainly differ

in the moulding, machining and cutting work involved and the type of machinery and

tools used. The material may be formed into basic shapes and then given the needed

radius or it can be moulded into the basic radü in a semi-continuous length and then cut

into different shapes. Accordingly, we have distinguished process plans based on six

basic features which were recognized important for the case ex¿Lmple. These six features

are presented as bottom nodes in the hierarchical structure given in Figure 6.2. It is

assumed that the details of process plans are known. For a detailed discussion on the

generation of process plans, the reader may refer to Halevi (1980).
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Pl =?
Wl =HW

Appearance of
Main Operations

P3=?
W3 = FfW

Tooling
P2=?
W2=MW

Jigs and
Fixtures
P7 =?
W7=LW

Forming
Ea¡lier
P8=?
W8=MW

Figure 6.2. Relevant Process Plans' Attributes along with their Weights.
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Step 2.

We considered the following natural language expressions or fuzzy restrictions as shown

in Figure 6.3.

Low = [(0, 1.0), (1, 0.6), (2, 0.3)]

Med = [(1,0.4), (2, 1.0), (3, 0.2)]

Hi = [(3, 0.3), (4,0.7), (5, 1.0)]

^/

Linguistic Variable

Fuzzy Restrictions

Membership values

L/

Figure 6.3. Linguistic Va¡iable, Its Fazzy Restrictions and Membership Values.
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Step 3

Consider the following weights for the nodes representing plans' features

Weight for node 1 = F{W

Weight for node 2 = MW

V/eight for node 3 = IfW

Weight for node 4 = MW

Weight for node 5 = HW

Weight for node 6 = LW

Weight for node 7 = LW

Weight for node 8 = MW

Weight for node 9 = MW

The performance ratings of 22 process plans as judged on the six detailed features lying at the

bottom level of hierarchy are listed in Table 6.2.
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Table 6.2.Data Regarding the Performance Ratings of Process Plans.

Performance at

Number Number Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 Node 5 Node 6

6

7

I

1

2

1

2

J

1

2

1

2

J

1

2
-J
1

I
i
2

1

2

1

2

-1

HP

HP

LP

HP

MP

LP

HP

MP

MP

LP

HP

LP

HP

MP

HP

LP

MP

HP

HP

MP

HP

MP

LP

LP

MP

LP

HP

MP

LP

MP

LP

MP

LP

MP

HP

LP

MP

LP

HP

MP

LP

MP

LP

LP

HP

LP

MP

LP

LP

MP

LP

MP

HP

LP

HP

HP

HP

LP

MP

HP

LP

MP

HP

LP

HP

LP

HP

HP

LP

HP

HP

HP

HP

HP

HP

HP

HP

LP

HP

HP

LP

HP

HP

LP

HP

LP

HP

HP

LP

LP

HP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

LP

HP

LP

LP

HP

LP

LP

HP

LP

HP

LP

LP

10

MP

LP

HP

LP

LP

MP

LP

MP

MP

LP

MP

HP

MP

MP

MP

MP

LP

LP

MP

LP

MP

MP
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Steps 4,5 and 6

The repeated use of equation (1) of Chapter 3, along with fuzzy addition, multiplication

and division operators on all the process plans and the computation of euclidean distances

between different process plans yield the results given in Tabte 6.3.

Table 6.3. Distance Matrix along with Cost Information.

Part Plan Cost
Number Number (in dollars)

Euclidean Dstances
Central Part (Part Number = 5)

Plan, m = 1

Cost = 45
Plan, m:2 Plan, m = 3
Cost = 49 Cost = 47

6

7

8

1

2

1

2
-J
1

2

1

2

J

I
1

I

2

1

2

1

2
õ
5

35

37

34

40

42

38

43

50

54

48

49

60

62

68

34

28

41

43

38

0.000

0.374

0.361

0.374

0.403

0.539

0.374

0.400

0.387

0.714

0.327

0.363

0.5r2

0.403

0.361

0.000

0.600

0.000

0.327

0.283

0.r41
0.100

0.141

0.206

0.4r2
0.141

0.200

0.r73
0.624

0.2r2

0.429

0.377

0.206

0.100

0.283

0.490

0.283

0.2r2

0.300

0.480

0.469

0.480

0.502

0.566

0.480

0.500

0.490

0.735

0.134

0.294

0.541

0.502

0.469

0.300

0.624

0.300

0.r34

10
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6.3.2. Application of Integer Programming Model

Using the notation given in section 6.2.2., the zero-one integer programming model was

applied to the present case example to select the process plans. In the first step, we created a set of

feasible plans based on a th¡eshold distance. In the second step, corresponding to each plan of the

central part, the integer programming model was used to select from the feasible plans, an overall

best set of plans for producing all the parts.

Step 1. Construction of a Binary Coefficient Matrix

In the present case example, an arbitrary threshold d^istance of 0.520 was considered. The

binary coefficient matrix was generated based on this threshold distance. These binary coeffrcients

along with the cost information of process plans are given in Table 6.4.

Step 2. Mathematical Programming Model

The mathematical programming formulation for the example is given in the appendix. This

mathematical programming formulation can be solved using any computer module for solving

zero-one type integer programming models. The following solution was obtained after solving the

mathematical programming formulation.

XIl2= I, x2l2 = 1, x3l2 = l, X4L2= 1, x6lZ= 1, X712= l,

x¡tz= l, xgzz= 1, x1032 = 1, All other variables = 0.

Minimized objective value = 443

Identification of the process plans corresponding to this solution and the comparison of this

solution with the solution obtained from the optimal solution procedure of section 6.2.3. is given

in Table 6.6.
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6.3.3. Application of Optimal Solution Procedure

We apply the optimal solution procedure on the distance matrix given in Table 6.3. to

solve the problem. The following steps correspond to the application of optimal solution procedure

of section 6.2.3.

Step 1. Binary Matrix and the Data Arrangement

In the present case, an arbitrary threshold distance of 0.520 was considered which

renders most of the plans feasible. A binary coefficient matrix was generated based on this

threshold distance. These binary coeff,rcients along with the cost information of process plans are

presented in Table 6.4.

Iteration L

Step 2. Initialize the Counter

Set m = 1, i.e., consider the column corresponding to the first process plan of the

central part.

Step 3. Column Feasibility Check

We examine the column for the first process plan of the central part. Since for each Part

i , there is at least one entry under any Plan j which assumes a coefficient value of 'l'.

This means that for the first plan selected for the central paft, each other part has at least

one process plan which is feasible. Therefore, we go to Step 4.
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Table 6.4. Binary Coefficient Matrix along with Cost Information.

Part Plan
Number Number

Euclidean Distances
Central Part (Part Number = 5)Cost

(in dollars)

Plan, m = 1

Cost = 45
Plan,m=2 Plan,m=3
Cost = 49 Cost = 47

6

7

8

I
2

1

)

J

1

2

1

2

J

1

1

1

2

1

2

I
2

J

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

I
I
I

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

T

1

1

0

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

I

9

10

35

37

34

40

42

38

43

50

54

48

49

60

62

68

34

28

41

43

38

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

1

1
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Step 4. Selecting other Plans Corresponding to a Feasible Central Plan

For the column of feasible central plan, m =1, for each Part i underline an enûry of '1'

which corresponds to a Plan j with minimum cost. These underlined entries are given in

Table 6.5.

Step 5. Cost Calculations

Set CUMC = 0.

In the column of m = 1 in Table 6.5., add all the costs corresponding to underlined

entries. This gives cumulative cost of all other plans selected corresponding to m = 1.

CUMC = 399

+ Total cost, TCt = CUMC * Ccr =399 + 45 = 444 .

These costs are shown in the last rows of Table 6.5.

Go to Step 6.

Step 6. Counter Increment Condition

In the present case, P" = 3. Since m = L *Pc, we set m = m*l = Z,i.e.we consider

the second plan, m = 2 of the central part and go to Step 3.

Iteration 2

Step 3. Column Feasibility Check

We examine the column for the second process plan of central part. Since for each part i,

there is at least one entry under any Plan j which assumes a coefficient value of '1'.

This means that for the second plan selected for the central part, each other part has at

least one process plan which is feasible. Therefore, we go to Step 4.
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Step 4. Selecting other Plans Corresponding to a Feasible Central Plan

Forthecolumnof feasiblecentralplan,m =2, foreachPartiunderlineanentryof '1'

which corresponds to a Plan j with minimum cost. These underlined entries are given in

Table 6.5.

Step 5. Cost Calculations

Set CUMC = 0.

In the column of m = 2 in Table 6.5., add all the costs coresponding to underlined

entries. This gives cumulative cost of all other plans selected corresponding to m = 2.

CUMC = 394.

= Total cost, TC2 = CUMC * C"z =394 + 49 = 443 .

These costs are shown in the last rows of Table 6.5.

Go to Step 6.

Step 6. Counter Increment Condition

In the present case, P" = 3. Since m=2+P", we set m = m+1 = 3, i.e. we consider

the third plan, m = 3 of the central part and go to Step 3.

Iteration 3

Step 3. Column Feasibility Check

We examine the column for the third process plan of central part. Since for each Part i ,

there is at least one entry under any Plan j which assumes a coefficient value of '1'. This

means that for the third plan selected for the cenfal part, each other part has at least one

process plan which is feasible. Therefore, we go to Step 4.
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Step 4. Selecting other Plans Corresponding to a Feasible Central Plan

For the column of feasible central plan, m = 3, for each Pa:t i underline an entry of '1'

which corresponds to a Plan j with minimum cost. These underlined entries are given in

Table 6.5.

Step 5. Cost Calculations

Set CUMC = 0.

In the column of m = 3 in Table 6.5., add all the costs corresponding to underlined

entries. This gives cumulative cost of all other plans selected corresponding to m = 3.

CUMC = 405.

+ Total cost, TC3 = CUMC * C"¡ = 405 + 47 = 452.

These costs are shown in the last rows of Table 6.5.

Go to Step 6.

Step 6. Counter Increment Condition

In the present case, P" = 3. Since m = 3 = P" , we go to Step 7.

Step 7. Selecting the Best Process Plans

The plan glving the minimum total cost is selected as the best plan for the central part and

for the family.

Since T9= min { TCt , TC2, TC: }

plan m = 2 is the best plan for the central part and for the pan family.

We examine the column of plan m = 2 to identify the underlined entries. The best plans to

produce otherparts are identified as below.



These results are summarizedin Table 6.6

from the 0-1 integerprogramming model.

to7

for making a comparison with the solution obtained

Part Number = 1,

Part Number =2,

Part Number = 3,

Part Number = 4,

Part Number = 6,

Part NumbeÍ =7,

Part Number = 8,

Part Number = 9,

Part Number = 10,

Plan Numbor = 1.

Plan Number = 1.

Plan Number = 1.

Plan Number = 1.

Plan Number = 1.

Plan Numbor = 1.

Plan Numbor = 1.

Plan Number:2.

Plan Number = 3.
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Table 6.5. Calculations for the Optimal Solution.

Part Plan Cost
Number Number (in dollars)

Euclidean Distances
Central Part (Pan Number = 5)

Plan,m=1 Plan,m=2 Plan,m=3
Cost = 45 Cost = 49 Cost = 47

I
1

!
1

1

0

!
I
1

0

.L

I
0

I
1

.L

0

1

.L

.L

1

.L

1

1

I
1

I
1

0

!
I
!
1

I

I
1

1

1

I
1

1
1

1

0

I
I
1

0

1

1

I
1

1

1
0

1

1

1

2

1

2
-J
1

2

1

2

J

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

,)

3

35

37

34

40

42

38

43

50

54

48

49

60

62

68

34

28

4l
43

38

6

7

I

10

Cumulative Costs, CCUM = 399

Total Costs, TC- = 444

394

443

405

452
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Table 6.6. Comparison of G1 IntegerProgramming Results and Optimal
Solution Procedure Results.

0 -1 Integer Programming Optimal Solution Procedure

Part
Number

Total Cost = M3
Process Plan Selected

Total Cost = 443
Process Plan Selected

1

2

Ĵ

4

5 (Central)

6

7

8

9

10

1

1

1

1

2

I
1

I
2
-J

I
I

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

3

An analysis of the results given in Table 6.6 shows that we obtain the same solution, i.e.

the optimal solution by solving the 0-1 integer programming model or by applying the optimal

solution procedure developed in the present paper. Based on these results, the best plan to produce

the central part (representative part of the family) is Plan 2 of the central part which can be

considered as the standard process plan for the part family. The design of the central part may be

considered as a base or standa¡d design. The best process plans to produce all other parts in the

part family are given in Table 6.6.
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In the present chapter, we have given an organized approach to achieve the design and

process planning standardization in a GT setting considering alternaæ process plans. The approach

consists of afuzzy linguistic procedure to construct the distance matrix between process plans, a

0-1 integer programming formulation to select the process plans and the development of an optimal

solution procedure for the integer programming formulation. The usefulness of the approach is

shown by applying it to a group technology case study given in Jackson (1978) where we have a

family of brake linings for the moror industry.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION, CONTRIBUTION AI\D
RECOMMENDATIONS

In the present chapter, we discuss the conclusion and the contribution of the present thesis. The

present research will naturally lead to a number of extensions. Some directions for future

investigation into these research problems have also been indicated in this chapter..

7.L. Conclusion and Contribution

In the present study, some of the important problems in group technology production

systems have been addressed in afazzy environment. The investigation basically consists of four

consecutive stages. The first stage deals with the data quantification phase of the part family

formation problem. The second stage involves the formation of part families applying a clustering

procedure and. using the data quantified at the first stage as an input. The third stage deals with the

problem of assigning new parts to existing part families obtained in the second stage. The final

stage deals with the standardization and integration of the design and the process plans for the part

families obtained at the second stage. The focus throughout this study is upon dealing with the

afore-mentioned problems when the data regarding these problems is vague and can therefore be

described in luzzy linguistic terrns.
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Chapter 1 introduces the va¡ious concepts, ideas, problems and modeling techniques

which have been followed in this thesis. The objective, is to provide introductory discussion on

the problems to facilitate the understanding of subsequent chapters.

Chapter 2 provides a literature survey on the problems. The major aims of this chapter are

to the identify the previous work done by other researchers, to reach the state-of-the-art in the

problem area and to highlight the problems or problem environments that need to be addressed.

It has been identified in Chapter 3 that the feature description of the pafis is fuzzy in nature.

Since most of the data quantification techniques for the part family formation are based. on binary

iogic data, they fail to capture the fuzziness inherent in the problem. What is required is to develop

an application oriented investigation scheme which should capture the parts'data in a most natural

fashion and should also account for the fuzziness associated with the problem . Fuzzy set theory

has proved to be a viable alternative to break down bamiers between human beings who think in

terms of fuzzy terrns and the machines that accept only precise numerical data. The theory

pioneered by Lofti Zadeh in 1965 (Zadeh 1965) has a solid theoretical foundation. Fuzzy set

theory, through its linguistic variable concept makes it possible to describe the information

regarding the parts using phrases in a natural language. In Chapter 3, we have suggested an

approach based on fuzzy linguistics to quantify the information regarding parts feature which is

traditionally addressed through conventional binary coding srructures.'We have given a unified

base for parts' attributes in the form of a composite attribute fazzy set (CAFS). Information

contained for a part in the feature hierarchy is condensed to single CAFS for that part. The

approach is illustrated with the help of a numerical example. The approach is well tested for its

computational performânce on a number of randomly generated problems. Since alt the traditional

approaches fail to work when there is fuzziness associated with the feature description, the major
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contribution of the present approach lies in its ability to capture, model and quantify the parts' data

in a most naffial way using linguistic terms. It is also believed that the approach presented in this

thesis might add a new dimension in voice communication with the computers. The fuzzy linguistic

model can be used to construct a friendly user interface with the computer system.

Chapter 4 emphasizes on the need to have an efficient mathematical programming based

clustering method to obtain the required part families. In this chapter, we have proposed a set

covering approach for the part family formation problem. The approach has a number of

advantages over the earlier approaches and it provides an alternative way of looking at the part

family formation problem. The approach reduces the number of required constraints and variables.

Furthermore, the solution techniques for the set covering problem are well developed which gives

this model 6 ¿dditional advantage over the other approaches for part family formation problem.

The tendency to fulfill the customers' desire for specialized products and product

enhancements results in the introduction of new parts in the production system. This poses the

problem of allocating new parts to the existing part families, i.e., the new part allocation problem.

Previous work on the problem is scant. There are only two papers available on this problem

(discussed in Chapter 2) with no reported applications of fuzzy set theory on this problem. We

have addressed this problem in an environment when the data regarding the parts' features is in the

form of fuzzy linguistics. In Chapter 5, we outlined the approach based on fuzzy linguistic data

for the problem. The approach is illustrated with the help of a numerical example.
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Because of the ever increasing demands of consumers for greater choice of product items,

the manufacturers are forced to produce a wider variation of products with more or less the same

functional features. This product variation presents design engineers and process planners with

numerous problems. In the absence of a convenient and effective design-retrieval mechanism, the

design engineers may have to redesign different parts with no way to figure out if a similar part has

been designed in the past. Design duplication can be avoided by standardizing the design for

similar parts. Product variation also requires more flexibitity of the production shop. Such a trend

may result in a great deal of variation in the process plans in the absence of convenient means of

utilizing the past experience. The process planning proliferation may also result from the fact that

process plans are developed by different planners, at different times especially when different

machinery and tools are available to choose from. The process planning proliferation can be

reduced through process planning standardization. It has also been recognized that integration and

a flow of communication between design and process planning functions is vital to the successful

implementation of a data retrieval system. It also has been realized previously that group

technology is the integrating link among the design and the process planning functions, however,

the available literature lacks a formal procedure to accomplish it. In Chapter 6, we provide a

formal procedure to accomplish this integration. We have used the linguistic approach given in

Chapter 3 to define the similarity between the process plans. We further suggest a 0-1 integer

programming model for the problem in a GT set up with an objective to minimize the overall cost

of process plans selected. We have also developed an optimal solution procedure to solve the

problem. The approach presented in Chapter 6 is illusrated by applying it to a case study where we

have a family of brake linings for the moror indusrry.
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7.2. Extensions and Directions for Future Research

Since the fizzy linguistic approach given in the present thesis is clearly a point of deparnre

from the traditional crisp approaches, it is likely to open many potential research avenues. For

example, the traditional binary approaches are in most cases inappropriately used to model fuzzy

real life situations. Therefore, after having identified that the problem situation is vague, most of

the problems previously addressed through crisp approaches, may be add¡essed through fuzzy

linguistic approach. We address a few such problems havin g fuzzy character. With future

developments in the fuzzy arena, upgrading of the present approach is also an important problem.

One aspect of part family formation problem worth exploring, is to deal with this problem

through the entropy approach. An ungrouped form of all the parts is the least structured form. It

contains very little or no information about the part families. Once we start grouping the parts into

families, these part families contain more and more information and are more structued. It may be

possible to base the part grouping on enÍopic trade-offs between the parts. The entropy could be

related to degree of freedom a part has for belonging to more than one family which can be

determined from threshold distance or the number of overlapping subsets it has. It could also be

related to the probability of a part belonging to a certain family and Saaty's (Saaty, 1980) analytical

hierarchical approach based on pairwise comparisons may just be the answer to obtain these

probability measures.

We have identified that none of the methods including P-median (Kusiak 1985),

assignment model (Srinivasan et al. 1990) and set covering model of present thesis, explicitly

considers the total interaction within a part famity. Kusiak's (Kusiak 1986) quadratic model

considers total interaction but it has computation problems due to the quadratic nature of the

objective function. Dynamic programming usos a recursive equation and does not experience the
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nonlinearity problems. Dynamic programming recursive formula may be designed. to consider the

average within group sum of squares which is a measure of total interaction. Although the soiution

quality of such an algorithm is likely to be good, dynamic programming suffers from the'curse of

dimensionality'. It performs a number of unnecessary calculations at each stage of the d.ynamic

programming, therefore, the computation time of this algorithm may be prohibitive for large sized.

problems. Fazzy algorithms have demonstrated their computational superiority over their crisp

counterparts. The set covering model of the present approach is a crisp approach for which we

converted tbe fuzzy sets into numerical distance measures. It may be possible to develop afuzzy

set theory based clustering procedure which works on the CAFS's of Chapter 3.

It is expected that the linguistic approach applied to new part allocation problem in Chapter

5, could be suitably modified to deal exclusively with other problems such as feature extraction,

i.e., highlighting the dominant features of a part family. The linguistic approach to new part

allocation problem in Chapter 5 concentrates on the part families formed but disregards how these

families were originally formed. Therefore, computing the CAFS for the new part from the

Iinguistic procedure may provide a more comprehensive approach to deal with this problem.

The cost data considered for the process planning is at best an educated guess. Since these

cost figures may never be precisely specified through numerical numbers, the treatment of these

cost figures as fuzzy numbers may provide a new direction worth exploring.

Exploration of the cell formation problem through a linguistic approach is likely to be a

fruitful problem area for further research. We have computed the distance matrix for part family

formation by directly considering the parts' features through linguistic terrns. For cell formation,

we need afuzzy matching criterion which should define the similarity between machines from the

similarity between parts. Based on such a criterion, it may be possible to form the prod.uction

cells. The fuzzy pattern recognition approach of Pal et at. (1986) and Bezdek (1981) may be

helpful in identifying such a criterion.
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APPE¡{DIX

Sun Pascal Computer Codes for the LinguÍstic Approach
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(4'*'¡F*(*tffils PRoGRAM IS CODED IN SUN PASCAL AND GENERATES **>F*x*****)
( t( * * ** *<fflE DISTANCE MATRD( BETwEEN PARTS g v brrERÀõTñELy* ** * * * *,r;'
(****c*'*TAKING LINGIIISTIC DATA AS INPUT ***********'r.*¡F****,t*,r-x1*x**,r**,ri¡

PRGRAM DISTANCE (INPUT, OUTPUÐ;
CONST
$T7F=lQQ;

T}?E
PAIRDATA=RECORD
MEMBER:INTEGER;
DEGREE:REAL;
END;

MEMBFN=ARRAYU..200] OF PAIRDATA;

PTDESCPT=RECORD
ID:INTEGER;
COUNT:INTEGER;
MAXVAL:INTEGER;
MINVAL:INTEGER;
FSET:MEMBFN;
END;

VAR
GMIN,GN4AX, TIIIN,TMAX,TEMPI:INTEGER;
TEMPR, CUMDIS T, XD IFF, }'DIFF,)GDFF, FI.IVALUE : REAL ;
DISTANCE:ARRAY[ 1.. 100, 1.. 100] OF REAL;
NOPARTS,IP, JP : INTEGER ;
L,EJ,IÀIODES,LASTNODES :INTEGER;
PARENTNODE, K: INTEGER;
WT:ARRAY: [ 1..200] OF INTEGER;
PERF:ARRAYI 1..200] OF INTEGER;
NODESPERF: [1..200] OF MEMBFN;
WTLMH:ARRAYU..3I OF MEMBFN;
PERFLMH:ARRAY[ 1..3] OF MEMBFN ;
PARTLIST:ARRAY[ 1.. 100] OF PTDESCpT;
STORAGEP,STORAGEW,STORPROD,NUMERÐENOM:MEMBFN;

( * * *TIilS PROCEDURE ADDS TrüO FrJZy SETS * * ** ** * *** ** * * * * )

PROCEDURE ADDFTIZY(41,42:MEMBFN; VAR TEMp:MEMBFN);
VAR
K,INDEX l,INDEX2,INDEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO STTF DO
BEGIN
TEMPKI.MEMBER:=-10;
TEMPtKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=1;
WHILE A 1 IINDEX 1 ].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
WHILE A2[INDEX2].MEMBER>=O DO
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BEGIN
IF-4,1[NDEX1].DEGRE < A2[NDEX?]. DEGRE TIIEN
MINDEGRE:= A 1 INDEX I].DEGRE
ELSE
MII\{DEGRE : = A2 [NDEX?]. DEGRE ;
FOUND:=FALSE;
INDEX3:=1;
WHILE TEMPUNDEX3].MEMBER >= O DO
BEGIN
IF (A 1 TINDEX 1 I.MEMBER+ A2 INDEX2].MEMBER = TEMp IINDEX3I.MEMBER) Tr{ENBEGIN
FOUND:=TRUE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPINDEX3].DEGRE THEN
TEMPUNDEX3 I.DEGRE :=NflTIDEGRE ;
END;
INDEX3:=INDEX3+1;
END;
IF NOT FOUND THEN
BEGIN
TE{\q trPEX3 ] .MEMB-ER : = (A {IND-EX 1 ].MEMB ER+ A2 [INDEX2] .MEMB ER) ;TEMP [INDEX3].DEGRE: =MINDEGRE;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEX1+1;
END;
END;
(*¡F*l'***END ADD PROCEDURE,T****,F*¡r****************x**********x*)

( * * *TTilS PROCEDURE MULTIPLIES TWO F'TJ7ZY SETS* * ** * * * * *,I. ** * ** * )

PROCEDURE MIILFUZY(41,42:MEMBFN; VAR TEMp:MEMBFIÐ;
VAR
K,INDEX 1,INDEX2,I¡{DEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:B@LEAN;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO ST7F DO
BEGIN
TEMPKI.MEMBER:=-10;
TEMPKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=1;
WHILE A 1 INDEX1].MEMBEb=O DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
WHILE A2 UNDEX2I.MEMBER>=0 DO
BEGIN
IF AIINDEXI].DEGRE < A2[NDEX2]. DEGRE THEN
MINDEGRE:= A I INDEX I].DEGRE
ELSE
MINDEGRE: = A2 [NDE){?1. DEGRE;
FOUND:=FALSE;
INDEX3:=1;
WHILE TEMPUNDEX3].MEMBER >= O DO
BEGIN
IF (A I INDEX 1 ].MEMBER * A2UNDEX2I.MEMBER = TEMpIINDEX3I.MEMBER) TI{EN
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BEGIN
FOUND:=TRIIE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPINDEX3].DEGRE THEN
TEMPUNDEX3 ].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE;
END;
INDEX3:=INDEX3+l;
END;
IF NOT FOTIND THEN
BEGIN
Þ/ry[!!PEX3].MEIVÍ B-ER:=(A{IND-EXU.MEMBER*A2[NDEX2].MEMBER);
TEMP UNDEX3 ].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEX1+1;
END;
END;
(*'1.*t>1.**ENID PROCEDIJRE MULTIPLICATION******,F***,t ***l *************,F****)

( * ¡n ¡FTHJS PROCEDURE DIVIDE S TWO F'rtrUy SETS,F * * * * * *'* * * * * * * * :* 
)

PROCEDURE DIVF LZY(A I,A2:MEMBFN; VAR TEMp:MEMBFN);
VAR
K,INDEX 1,INDEX2,INDEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO ST7F DO
BEGIN
TEMPKI.MEMBER:=-10;
TEMPKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=l;
WHILE A 1 INDEX I].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
WHILE A2[NDEX2].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
IF AIINDEXI].DECRE < A2[NDEX2]. DEGRE THEN
MINDEGRE:= A1 INDEX I].DEGRE
ELSE
MINDEGRE:= A2üNDEX2]. DEGRE;
IF A2[NDEX2].MEMBER<>0 THEN
BEGIN
IF ((AIIINDEXI].MEMBER MOD A2UNDEX2].MEMBER) = O) THEN
BEGIN
FOUND:=FALSE;
INDEX3:=1;
V/HILE TEMPTINDEX3].MEMBER >= O DO
BEGIN
IF (A I IINDEX I ].MEMBER DIV A2INDEX2].MEMBER = TEMPIINDEX3I.MEMBER)
TITEN
BEGIN
FOUND:=TRTIE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPIINDEX3].DEGRE TTTEN
TEMP IINDEX3 ].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE;
END;
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INDEX3:=INDEX3+1;
END;
IF NOT FOLTND THEN
BEGIN
TEI\q FPEX3 I .MEMB_ER : = (A IrND_EX 1 ] . MEMB ER Drv A 2 [ TNDEX2 ] . MEMB ER) ;TEMPIINDEX3 ].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE ;
END;
END;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEXI+1;
END;
END;
(*****'k*END PROCEDIIRE DIVISION,k,F¡F**'tt*¡***¡F***{({.*******x*r(**)

( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * MAIN LINE PROGRAM * *,k ** * * * * * * * * * *'F * {( * * * * * * *
BEGIN 

- -tYLÉl'tI\ LII\-E ll(L¡\iI(AIVI õõ]FT ¡r)ñä+'Fì'ì()r¡r, r('F:ß¡(*l<'t<:r***)

WRITE(TIOÌW MANY PARTS ? ? ');
READLN(NOPARTS);
IßITE_hI(\IIJMBER OF PARTS = 

" 

NOpARTS);
WRITELN('NOIM DEFINE TFIE NETWORK pARAMETERS: ');WRITE(' (Ð HOW MAIIY LEVELS ? ? ');
READLN(L);
WRITE('_ _ (ü) BRANCÉIES pER NODE ? ? ');
READLN@);

(*.+1Y**L{STNODES = NO OF NODES ON LAST LEVEL*******************)
LASTNODES : =ROUNDG)G((L- 1 )*LN(B)) );

(11*****NODES = TOTALNO OFNODES IN THE TREE{.:F¡*****************)
NODES :=ROUND((ÐC'(L*LN(B)))- 1) DrV (B- t);
WRITELN(T{UMBER OF NODES - 

" 

NODES); 
'

(*READ WEIGIIT FOR EACHNODE(SAME FOR ALL PARTS) >F********)
IßIrEI-N(clvE wErcr{r FoR EACH NODE (SAME FOR Arí pARrS) 'j;
WRITELN(USE 1 2 AND 3 FOR LOW, MED AND HI RESPECTNæTYi} '
FOR I:= 1 TO O{ODES -1) DO
BEGIN
WRITE(' FORNODE 

"r,"= 
');

READ(WTII);
END;
(:F**********:f ******:t******t**********{<*¡***x*t*******,F>F*********¡*)

( * * * * * INnfr{LT7E PERFORtvf AN æ, FUTZY SETS * * * * * * * )

FOR I:= I TO SrzF DO
BEGIN
PERFLMHT 1l III.MEMBER := - 10;
PERFLMHI 1] III.DEGRE := - 10i
PERFLMHI2] H.MEMBER := - 10;
PERFLMHI2][II.DEGRE := - 10;
PERFLMH[3I [II.MEMBER := - 10;
PERFLMHI3I tIl.DEcRE := - 10;
END;
(rfi *rFrF**X****** t(**rF**¡'l.***t(¡*i( rF*******,*t*********(¡trF**)
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( x * {,,rc *CDEFI{ING ALL PERFORMANCES *r * * x,F *,,* 
)

PERFLMHIIII II.MEMBER := 0;
PERFLMHT 1l[ I].DEGRE := 1.0;
PERFLMHIIII2I.MEMBER := 1;
PERFLMHT 1 I t2l.DEcRE := 0.6;
PERFLMHIIII3I.MEMBER := 2;
PERFLMH[ 1]t3l.DEGRE := 0.3;

PERFLMHI2I [ I].MEMBER := I ;
PERFLMH[2][ I].DEGRE :: 0.4;
PERFLMHI2II2].MEMBER := 2;
PERFLMHI2II2].DEGRE := 1.0;
PERFIÀ4HI2I I3I.MEMBER := 3 ;
PERFLMHI2]I3I.DEGRE := 0.2;

PERFI*ÌVIHI3] t 1 I.MEMBER := 3;
PERFLMHI3II 1].DEGRE := 0.3;
PERFLMHI3I t2l.lvtElvßER : = 4;
PERFLMHI3] t2l.DEcRE := 0.7;
PERFLMHI3I t3l.NæI\,ßER := 5 ;
PERFLMHI3I [3].DEGRE := 1.0;
(*x*********,t ****,F******X***:t rt *****¡l3*rt *****{.*****)

( * * * * * INI'IL{LIZE ALL WEIGIIT F-llrcy SETS * * * * * * * )

FOR I:= 1 TO StzF DO
BEGIN
WTLMHI 1][[.NßNßER := - 10;
WTLMH tlltIl.DEcRE := -10;
WTLMH I2IIIJ.MEMBER := -10;
WTLMH [2][I].DEGRE := -10;
WTLMH t3lm.MEMBER := -10;
WTLMH [3] tIl.DEcRE := -10i
END;
(,F**********t**********x************{r******{(,t *****)

(,F * * * * * * * * * * * * * *DEFINING AIJ. WEIGI{TS *. * * * * * x r( {. * *)

WTLMH IUII].MEMBER := 0;
WTLMH tlltll.DEcRE := 1.0;
W'TLMH tllt2l.MEMBER := 1;
WTLMH tll[2].DEcRE := 0.6;
WTLMH tllt3l.MEMBER := 2;
WTLMH [U[3].DEGRE := 0.3;

WTLMH t2ltll.MEMBER := 1;
V/TLMH t2l[l].DEcRE := 0.4;
V/'TLMH t2lt2l.MEMBER := 2;
WTLMH t2l[2].DEcRE := 1.0;
WTLMH t2lt3l.MEMBER := 3;
WTLMH [z]t3l.DEcRE := 0.2;

WTLMH t3ltll.MEMBER := 3;
WTLMH t3ltII.DEGRE := 0.3;
WTLMH t3lt2l.MEMBER := 4;
WTLMH t3lt2l.DEcRE := 0.7;
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WTLMH t3lt3l.MEMBER := 5;
WTLMH t3lt3l.DEGRE := 1.0;
(****'&*************************r*************)

FOR IP:= 1 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
(*'>}'REATI PERFORMANCE DATA FOR EACH pAIIT*****x**¡

WRITELN(FOR PART NO 
"IP,':');

yßrïEl-l!(:cry_E PERFORMANCE pôr4 FOR 
"LAS'TNODES,' 

BOTTOM NODES');WRTÏEI.ò(' USE 1 2 3FORLOW MED ANDHIGHRESPECTIVEiVT,
FOR I:= 1 TO LASTNODES DO
BEGIN
WRITE(' FOR NODE ',f, ', = ')i
READLN(PERF[r]);
END;
(*******************{(****{<*******************)

(,F***CALCT'LATE PERFORMANCE OF HIGHER NODES USING *C**)K)
( * ** *'* * * * * t * \Ã¡EIGI{TED MEAN pROCEDURE* * ** * * * * * x * * * * x r. * * * *j
PARENTNODE:=1;
J:=0;
FOR I:= 1 TO (I{ODES-l) DO
BEGIN
J:=J+ 1;

(****EXTIìAC:TFaJ.ZZY SETS FOR NODE PERFORMANCE **r*)

IF I<= LASTNODES THEN
BEGIN
FOR K:= t tg 5rzF DO
BEGIN
qIq\AqEIKI.MEMBER: =PERFLMHfprnrml m.MEMBER;
STORAGEP[K].DEGRE: =PERFLMHPERFTTJ] ß].DEGRE ;
END;
END
ELSE
BEGIN
FOR K:= I TO STTF DrO
BEGIN
$QSAÇE![KI.MEMBER:=NODESPERF[I-LASTNODESI KI.MEMBER;
sToRAcEpKl DEGRE:= NODESPERFIT-LASTNODESI läl.brCnr;
END;
END;

(****EXT]L{CT FUZY SETS FOR THE NODE WEIGI{T ****)

FOR K:= 1 TO ST7tr DO
BEGIN
STORAGE\MKI.MEMBER: =wTLMHtwTtIll KI.MEMBER;
S TORAGEV/ KI.DEGRE: = IV'TLMH twl tll I Kl. DEGRE ;
END;

MULFLIZY(STORAGE ïV,STORAGEp,STORpROD) ;

IFJ= l TFIEN
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(xFoR TI{E NODE CORRESPONDING TO FIRST BRANCH INTnALUE CALCULATION*)BEGIN
FOR K:= 1 TO ST7F DC)
BEGIN
lIålQ$ EI.MEMBER:=STORPRoDKI.MEMBER;
NUMERKI.DEGRE :=STORPROD KI.DEGRE;
PENQI4EI.MEMBER : =SToFu{cEIVKl.l,ænmEn;
DENOM KI.DEGRE:= STORAGEW KI.DEGRE;
END;
E}iD
ELSE
AD_PFU4(NUMER,STORPROD,NUMERX
AD_DFLTZY(DENOM,STORAGEWÐENOM);
END;

IFJ:=BTTIEN
BEGIN
DTVFUZ (NIjMERÐENOMNODE SPERFIPARENTNODEI ) ;
J :=0;
PARENTNODE: = PARENTNODE+ 1 ;
END;
END; (**CAT CULATION FOR AGGREGATE PERFORIyIANCE H\¡DS******)

PARENTNODE:= PARENTNODE - 1;

('1. * ** ¡* * * * * * SORTING TI-IE ARRAY*,t * * * * ** * * *,t,F * * * * * * * * * *)

FOR I:= 1 TO Srz.F-l DO
BEGIN
rF NODESPERFIPARENTNODE] ITI.MEMBER <> - 1 0 TrrEN
BEGIN
TlvfIN:= NODESPERFTPARENTNODEI [].MEMBER;
FOR J := I+1 TO ST7.F.DO
IF NODESPERFIPARENTNODE] TIJ.MEMBER <> - 1 0 THEN
BEGIN
IF NODESPERFIPARENTNODE] PI.MEMBER < TMIN THEN
BEGIN
TMIN:= NODESPERFIPARENTNODE] IJI.MEMBER;
iIqpEqIESIE4+E_lgloDEl U.MEN,TBER:= NoDEspEpF¡eenEn"rwoorl E.MEMBER;NODESPERFTPARENTNODEI ITJ.MEMBER:= TMIN;
TEMPR: = NODESPERFTPARENTNODEI II.DEGRE;
ll9PElt_EBItP4+_E¡gigPElf n.PEcRE:=NODESPERFIPARENTNoDEI[].DEGRE;
NODESPERFTPARENTNODEI [IJ.DEGRE:= TEMpRt
END;
END;
END;
END; (***x)k¡fi***¡k**'F******.*soRTa¡JG ENDS :&***x******,F************)

J:=0;
FOR I := 1 TO STr4tr DO
BEGIN
rF NODESPERFIPARENTNODE] I].MEMBER <> - 1 0 THEN
BEGIN
J:=J+1;
PARTLISTIP].FSETL4.MEMBER: = NODESPERFIPARENTNODEI ITI.MEMBER;
PARTLISTTIP].FSETIIJ.DEGRE:= NODESPERFTPARENTNODE] tI]: b¡CNT;
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END;
END;
PARTLISTIP]. COIINT: =J;
PARTLIST[IP].ID:=IP;
I4SI_LIIIFI.MINVAL: = PARTLISTIP].FSET[I.MEMBER;
_P_48&Iq T tIPl . MAXVAL : = pARrLrSr fpl . Es ET t¡. tvmnm rii ;
WRITELN;
END; (****r(*******{.[) LOOP ENDS ,l(*****)

('|'************FIND OUT GLOBAL MAX AND GLOBAL MIN VALUES 'F*****)

GlvfAX : = PARTLIST[ 1 ].MAXVAL;
GMIN: = PARTLIST[ 1 ].MINVAL;
FOR IP:= 2 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
IF PARTLISTTIP].MAXVAL > GMAX TI{EN
GIVIAX: = PARTLISTIP].MAXVAL;
IF PARTLISTUPI.MIIn/AL < GMIN THEN
GMIN: = PARTLISTIP].MINVAL;
END; (*******:F****GIVL{K AND GMIN ENDS ,******)

(************ EXTIL\IÐLATE VALIIES*******,F****)

FOR IP:= 1 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN

IF PARTLISTIIP].MINVAL > GMIN THEN
BEGIN
FOR I := PARTLISTIP].COUNTDOWNTO 1 DO
BEGIN
I4E-lqIfFl.EqE![I+ 1 I.MEMB ER : = PARrLIsrtpl .FSETI.MEMBER ;
PARTLTST [Ip] .FSETtr+ I I .DEGRE : = pARTLrSTtrpl.FSErru.DEcnr 

;
END;
PARTLISTTIPI.FSETU l.DEGRE := 0.0;
PARTLISTIP].FSETI U.MEMBER := GMIN;
PARTLISTTIPI.COLTNT := p,{¡ggST[p].COUNT+ 

1 ;
END;

IF PARTLISTIP].MAXVAL < GMAX TTIEN
BEGIN
PARTLIS T tIPl. COUNT : = PARTLISTIP]. COITNT+ 1 ;
PARTLISTIPI .FSETI PARTLISTIIPI. COUNT I .DEGRE : = 0. 0 i
PARTLIST [P].FSET I PARTLIST tP] .C OUNT I.MEMBER : = GMAX;
END;
END; ( t( * {. * * * * * * * EXTIL{IÐLAION ENDS * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * ** )

FOR IP:= 1 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
WRITEI,IT{;
WRITELN("ART # ', IP:2);
WRITELN;
wRITE(', ');
FOR I := I TO PARTLISTIP].COUNT DO
BEGIN
WRITE(", PARTLISTIIPI.FSET[I].MEMBER:5) ;
END;
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TWRITEI-IT{;

WRITEC ');
FOR I := 1 TO PARTLISTIP].COT]NT DO
BEGIN
WRITE('', PARTLISTIIP].FSETIII.DEGRE:5:2);
END;
END;
WRITELN;

(**** * ¡r * ** ** * c A f CULATE DISTANCE MATRD( BETWEEN PAI{TS*, **** *,F* *)

FOR IP:= 1 TO NOPARTS - 1 DO
BEGIN
FOR JP := IP+l TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
CUMDIST := 0.0;
WRITELN(' BETWEEN PARTS:', Ip, ' AIID ', Jp);T._ r.
I .- It
T._ 1.
J .- It

WHILE I <= PARTLISTIP].COUNT DO
BEGIN
WHILE J <= PARTLISTIJPI.COUNT DO
BEGIN

IPJSTLISTIIP].FSETII].MEMBER = PARTLISTTJP].FSETII.MEMBER THEN
BEGIN
CIIMDIST := CTJMDIST + SQR( PARTLISTIIP].FSETIIJ.DEGRE

- PARTLTSTUPI.FSETIJI.DEGRE) ;
WRITELN(' _ ', PARTLISTIIPI.FS-ETII.IvßNßER : 2,

PARTLISTUPI.FSETUI.DEGRE ; 5 : 2,pARTLrsrupl.FsETtrJ.DEcRE : 5 : 2);I := I+1;
J := J+1;
END;
IF P.ARTLISTE]ëFITILMEMBER > PARTLISTTJP].FSETII.MEMBER THEN
( * * * :t * *,* l( * INTERPOLATE SET tr) * * * * * * ¡F *,k * * * x:* x *x * x * x,*,t,{< {( ¡* ¡F * * {<* * *,
BEGIN 

(I\JLI\ IÞ ù.E, I If *^+ðõ+õõr¡l'¡rõ¡r+,F'rxä(xilxtrrl.r{<{(+>l<*,fii<****rF)k**)

YDIFF : = PARrLrlIttrl.Ig_EIE.DEcRE - pARrlrsrtrpl.FsErlr- 
1 I.DEGRE ;xD rFF : = p ARTLTqTIF$qEr t_r] .MEMB ER - pARrLrSr úpl ¡sËÍ u',_ r I :,æ¡,rb En ;KPD IFF : = PARTL. IIT [tr]{_sETLn . r!ßMB ER - paRrI.rsr 

f 
pl 

. rs Ei fr: ij ¡,æn m Èir ;FNVALUE : = pARJI]$ 
ryl:ls I I [- 1 ] .DEGRE * vp¡ç *, þpFF/ñßT j

cuMDIsr := CUMDIL* s_QB_( rwvarur - pARrÏ-rsrtJpl.FsETt¡:.p-Ëónrl;
\vRrrEl-bi(' _ _ .IIIR:|L_I9ILIP_].IISE'TUI.MEMBER : z, iwveluÈ t s, i,

PARTLISTIJPI.FSETII.DEGRE : 5 : 2);
J:=J+1;
END;

IF PARTLISI:IPI:qSFTm.MEMBER < PARTLTSTIJPI.FSETITJ.MEMBER THEN('l'*¡l'****** INTERPOLATE SET IP******'¡{(****x-********xx***************)

BEGIN
YDIFF : = PARTLIIIIIPI .IqETtrJ.DEcRE - pARTLrsr tJpl .FSETIJ- I l. DEGRE ;)orr := PARTLISTIJPI.FSETIJI.MEMBER - pARTl.rSrfrpl.rsËr¡r-r1.tr,æN,re¡n;
)GDIFF : = PARTLI$[_P] {qErm.MEMB ER - pARrrrsitrpl .r'sErU- i l. rumMB EÉ ;FITVALUE : = PARIIqT tryl.Es ET U- I ] . DEGRE + y¡¡ç *, ¡çrþ rr¡fu rFÈ;
CI'MD IS T : = CUMDIILF 

-qEB] r'TWNrrrC . PARTLIS TIIP] . FSET U] . YEG'NÐ ;WRTTELN(", PARTLISTIIP].FSETITI.MEMBER : 2,
PARTLISTIIPI.FSETII].DEGRE : 5 : 2, FNVALIJE : S : Z );
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I:=I+1;
END;
END; ('F***,I(**VÆI[-E J ENDS *******)
END; (*******WI{ILE I ENDS *******)
DISTANCEIFJP] := SQRT(CIJMDISÐ;
DISTANCEUP,PI := DISTANCEIIP,JPI ;WRITELN(' _DJSTANCE =', DISTAÌ.{CEIIP,JPI : 5 : 3);
END; (******** FOR JP EIIDS *****rt*)
END; (**'t***** DISTANCE CALCULATION ENDS *******)

FOR I := 1 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
DISTANCEI, fJ := 0.0;
END;
K:=0;
FOR I := 1 TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
FOR J := I TO NOPARTS DO
BEGIN
K:=K+1;
V/RITELN(DISTANCEI, IJ : 5 : 3,");
IF (K MOD 4) = O THEN
WRITEI.}I;
END;
END;
END.
('* :F * ** * * * * * ** * * * ¡* * END OF PROGRAM * * *'t* * * * * * {.* * * *'tc * * * * * * * ** * *,tc *c ¡F,F 

)
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(*** T'HIS PROGRAM IS CODED IN SLIN PASCAL AND COMPLITES TI{E '**,#****)(*** E)ccurloN TIMES FoR RLTNNING IROBLEMS oF DIFFERENT slæs. *xxí¡
(**,l( DATA IS ASSIGNED THRoUGH RANDoM NUMBER GENERAT6R5 +,*,ii.***,¡'

PRGRAM TIMEE)G (INPUT, OUTPUÐ;
CONST
(*** XX1, )cKz, )O(3 ARE SEED NIIMBERS FOR RANDOM NUMBER *******X**I
e** GENERATORS. SEED NUMBERS CAN BE VARIED *******xxii**x*x******j
sTTIF=2QO;
XXl = 1234;
XX2 = 42516;
XX3 = 8439;
Tl?E
PAIRDATA=RECORD
MEMBER:INTEGER;
DEGREE:REAL;
END;

MEMBFN=ARRAYI 1..200] OF PAIRDATA;

VAR
BEGTIME, FINTTME : INTEGER;
L,B,J,IJ.IODES,LASTNODES : INTEGER;
RNl, RN2, PARENTNODE, K: INTEGER;
WT: ARRAY : [1..200] OF INTEGER;
PERF : ARRAY[1..200] OF INTEGER;
NODESPERF : [1..2@] OF MEMBFN;
WTLMH : ARRAY[l..3] OF MEMBFN;
PERFLMH : ARRAY[l..3] OF MEMBFN;
STORAGEP,STORAGEW,STORPROD"D{IJMERÐENOM : MEMBFN;

( * * *TIilS PROCEDIJRE ADDS TWO FUZY SETS * * ** * * * ** *'F* * ** * )

PROCEDURE ADDFUZY(41,42:MEMBFN; VAR TEMP:MEMBFN);
VAR
K,INDEX 1,INDEX2,INDEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:BOOLEAIII;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO SrzP ¡rg
BEGIN
TEMPKI.MEMBER:=-10i
TEMPKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=1;
WHILE A 1 INDEXU.MEMBER>=0 DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
WHILE A2[NDEX2].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
rF AIENDEXII.DEGRE < A2[NDEX?]. DEGRE THEN
MINDEGRE:= A 1 INDEX I ].DEGRE
ELSE
MINDEGRE:= A2[NDEX2]. DEGRE;
FOUND:=FALSE;
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INDEX3:=1;
WHILE TEMP[INDEX3].MEMBER >= O DO
BEGIN
IF (A 1 INDEX 1 ].MEMBER+ A2 INDEX2].MEMBER = TEMPTINDEX3].MEMBER) TIIENBEGIN
FOUND:=TRUE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPINDEX3].DEGRE TFIEN
TEMPTINDEX3].DEGRE: =MINDEGRE ;
END;
INDEX3:=INDEX3+1;
END;
IF NOT FOUND THEN
BEGIN
E}qtrPEX3].MEMB-ER:=_(A{IND-EX1].MEMBER+A2[NDEX2].MEMBER);
TEMPTINDEX3 I.DEGRE: =MINDEGRE;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEXI+1;
END;
END;
(*******ENID ADD PROCEDURE*********************************¡k***)

( * * *'TIilS PROCEDURE MULTIPLIE S TWO zu7zy SETS * * :r.* * * ** * * * * * * * * )

PROCEDURE MULFIJZY(A I,A2:MEMBFN; VAR TEMP:MEMBFN);
VAR
K,INDEX 1,INDEX2,INDEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:BOOLEAN;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 TO SrZtr DO
BEGIN
ïENPKI.MEMBER:=-10i
TEN{PKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=1;
WHILE A 1 INDEX I ].MEMBER>=0 DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
WHILE A2INDEX2].MEMBEb=O DO
BEGIN
IF AIINDEXU.DEGRE < A2[INDEX?} DEGRE THEN
MINDEGRE:= A 1 INDEXl ].DEGRE
ELSE
MINDEGRE:= A2 [NDEX:Z]. DEGRE;
FOUND:=FALSE;
INDEX3:=1;
WHILE TEMPIINDEX3].MEMBER >= 0 DO
BEGIN
r(41 IßTDEX 1 ].MEMBER * A2 UNDEX2].MEMBER = TEMPTINDEX3 ].MEMB ER) TTIEN
BEGIN
FOUND:=TRUE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPTINDEX3].DEGRE THEN
TEMPINDEX3 ].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE ;
END;
INDEX3:=INDEX3+1;
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END;
IF NOT FOLTND THEN
BEGIN
IEItq trpEx3 I .MEMBER : = (A IrND_EX 1 ] . MEMB ER * A2 INDEX2 ] . MEMB ER) ;TEMPTINDEX3 ].DEGRE: =MINDEGRE ;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEX1+1;
END;
END;
(*******EM PROCEDIIRE MULTIPLICATION***,t**********{.{(******'F**'F*'r*,Fx**)

( *'r' *TIilS PROCEDURE DIVIDES TWO F:TW SETS * * * * ¡f ,r. ** * * * * ** * * )

PROCEDIIRE DIVFIiZY(A I,A2:MEMBFN; VAR TEMp:MEMBFN);
VAR
K,INDEX l,INDEX2,INDEX3 :INTEGER;
MINDEGRE:REAL;
FOUND:B@LEAN;
BEGIN
FOR K:=1 16 5rzF DO
BEGIN
TEMPKI.MEMBER:=-10i
TEMPKI.DEGREE:=-10;
END;
INDEX1:=1;
1VHILE A 1 INDEX I].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
INDEX2:=1;
}VHILE A2UNDEX2].MEMBER>=O DO
BEGIN
rF AIINDEXI].DEGRE < A2[NDEX2]. DEGRE THEN
MINDEGRE:= A I INDEX I].DEGRE
ELSE
MINDEGRE:= A2[NDEX2]. DEGRE;
IF A2[INDEX2].MEMBER+0 TIIEN
BEGIN
E_(Q1_IETDEXII.MEMBER MOD A2UNDEX2I.MEMBER) = 0) THEN
BEGIN
FOUND:=FALSE;
INDEX3:=1;
WHILE TEMPIINDEX3].MEMBER >= O DO
BEGIN
IF (A 1 UNDEX 1 ] .MEMBER DTV A2 INDEX2].MEMBER = TEMP [INDEX3] .MEMBER)
TTIEN
BEGIN
FOUND:=TRUE;
IF MINDEGRE>TEMPIINDEX3].DEGRE THEN
TEMP IINDEX3 I.DECRE: =MINDEGRE ;
END;
INDEX3:=INDEX3+1;
END;
IF NOT FOI.]ND THEN
BEGIN
TEMP INDEX3].MEMBER: = (A 1 INDEX 1 ].MEMBER DtV A2 INDEX2].MEMBER) ;
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TEMPTINDEX3].DEGRE : =MINDEGRE ;
END;
END;
END;
INDEX2:= INDEX2+l;
END;
INDEX1:= INDEXI+I;
END;
END;
({"F**'F**END PROCEDURE DTVISION****:&****¡F**¡*'F*r(***********,{<{()

( * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * MAIN LINE pROGRAÀrf * x * ** * * * ** * * {( * ** * * * * * * * * {( )

BEGIN
WRITEI-òI(TIOTW MANY LEVELS ? ? ');
READLN(L);
WRITE('BRANCI{ES PER NODE ? ?');
READLN@);

(*******T ASTNODES = NO OF NODES ON LAST T F\¿EL***********>F**I.****)

LASTNODES : =ROUND@)C((L- 1 )*LN(B)) );

({'****'|'*NODES = TOTAL NO OF NODES IN TI{E TREE***I.***************)

NODES ::ROUND((ÐG(L*LN(B)))- 1 ) DIV (B- 1);
WRITELN(I\IUMBER OF NODES - 

" 

NODES);'

(** GENER.{TE AND ASSIGN RANDOM NOS (1 2 3 ) FOR LOW, MED AND Tlr ¡xxxx*)

FOR I:= 1 TOLASTNODES DO
BEGIN
B{L= lvlAx ( 1 

"ROUND(RANDOMQO( 1 ) 
*3));

WTm := RNt;
RN2 := MAX ( 1 ROLJND(RANDOMQOC)*3));
PERFUI := RN2;
END;
FOR I:= LASTNODES+I TO NODES DO
BEGIN
ïTm : = tvfAX (1,ROUND(RANDOMQO(3)*3));
END;
(,1.****:'l.*****************,f *********,**************'t*****¡lÊ***{.**t,F*)

( * * * t * INTIL{LUE PERFORMAN æ, FIJZY SETS,F *'r.,rr * * * )

FOR I:= 1 TO SrzF DO
BEGIN
PERFLMHI 1] I!.MEMBER := - 10;
PERFLMHI 1]tIJ.DEGRE := - 10i
PERFLMHI2I [I].MewER := - 10;
PERFLMHI2] tIl.DEcRE := - 10;
PERFIJvfHt3l I.MEMBER : = - 10;
PERFLMHI3IUI.DEGRE := -10;
END;
(*,{.¡t*,!*****¡F******x******'t:t************f ,k*********)
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( * ¡r' * * *DEIïn{ING ALL PERFORMANCES * ** ¡r * **)

PERFIÀ{H[U [ I].MEMBER := 0;
PERFLMHIUI I].DEGRE := 1.0;
PERFLMHIIII2].MEMBER := 1;
PERFLMHT 1l t2l.DEGRE := 0.6;
PERFLMHIIII3].MEMBER := 2;
PERFLMHI 1] [3].DEGRE := 0.3;

PERFLùfHtzlt II.MEMBER := I ;
PERFLMHI2I[ I].DEGRE := 0.4;
PERFLMHI2I I2I.MEMBER := 2;
PERFLMHI2II2].DEGRE := 1.0;
PERFLMHI2I t3l.Næl!ßER := 3;
PERFLMHI2I t3l.DEcRE := 0.2;

PERFLMHI3II II.MEMBER := 3;
PERFLMHI3II ll.DEcRE := 0.3;
PERFLMHI3I t2l.NßIvtBER := 4;
PERFLMHI3I [2].DECRE := 0.7 i
PERFLMHI3I I3I.MEMBER := 5;
PERFLMHI3]I3].DEGRE := 1.0;
('*:l.t ****rk********{.***{ß***rt***************,t***,1.***)

(*****INTIL¿{LUE ALL WEIGIIT FI,JUY SETS:{.******)

FOR I:= 1 TO ST7.F DO
BEGIN
W'TI,lvfHI 1 ] III.MEMBER := - 10;
WTLMH IUE.DEGRE:= -10i
WTLMH t2ltIl.MEMBER := -10;
W'TLMH I2IIIJ.DEGRE := -10;
W'TLMH t3lm.MEMBER := -10;
W'TLMH [3]tIl.DEcRE := -10;
END;
(,1.********rl.'1.*+rl.****,t **********:1.**:1.****************)

( * * * * * * * * * * * * *{. *DEFINING ALL WEIGI{TS * * * * * * * * * * *)

WTLMH tlltll.MEMBER := 0;
wTIlfH II]UI.DEGRE := 1.0;
WTLMH tllt2l.MEMBER := 1;
WTLMH [U[2].DEGRE := 0.6;
WTLMH tll I3I.MEMBER := 2;
W'TLMH tll[3].DEcRE := 0.3;

WTLMH I2IIU.MEMBER := 1;
W'TLMH t2l[l].DEcRE := 0.4;
WTLMH t2ltzl.MEMBER := 2;
WTLMH [2]t2l.DEcRE := 1.0;
WTLMH tzlt3l.MEMBER := 3;
WTLMH [2]t3l.DEcRE := 0.2;

WTLMH I3IIU.MEMBER := 3;
WTLMH t3l[l].DEcRE := 0.3;
WTLMH [3]I2I.MEMBER := 4;
WTLMH [3][2].DEGRE := 0.7;
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W'TLMH t3l I3I.MEMBER := 5;
WTLMH I3I[3].DEGRE := 1.0;
(**+***********¡*********x**********,F*********)

BEGTIME := CLOCK;
(1I**CALCULA'TE PERFORMANCE OF HIGIüR NODES USING *:F*,*)
q *1 y 1l 

* ** * WEIGI{TED MEAN PROCEDURE* * ** * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * *)
PARENTNODE:= 1;
J:=0;
FOR I:= 1 TO (NODES - 1) DO
BEGIN
J:=J+ 1;

(****EXTIÙ{CÎ F'fyZY SETS FOR NODE PERFORMANCE ****)

IF I <= LASTNODES THEN
BEGIN
FOR K:= 1 TO STTF DrO
BEGIN
STORAGEPKI.MEMBER: =PERFIÀÍHIPERFIIJ] KI.MEMBER;
STORAGEPIK].DEGRE: =PERFLMHIPERFI! ] ß].DEGRE;
END;
EI\TD
ELSE
BEGIN
FOR K:= I TO SlzP *
BEGIN
qIqSAqT[KI.MEMBER:=NODESPERF[I-LASrNODESI KI.MEMBER;
sToRAcEpKl.DEcRE:= NODESPERFIT-LASTNODESI ti(l.DEcRE;
END;
END;

(****EXTIL{C|mJTY SETS FOR TI{E NODE WEIGIIT ***{.)

FOR K:= 1 TO STÆ DO
BEGIN
STORAGEWKI.MEMBER: =w'TLMHtlwEIl tKI.MEMBER;
STORAGEIVKI.DEGRE:= WTLMH fvrT[Il1K].orCnr;
END;

MULFUZY (STORAcEW,STORAGEP,STORPROD) ;

IFJ=1THEN

(TFOE-TTIE NODE CORRESPONDING TO FIRST BRANCII IMTIALUE CALCULA'I]ON*)
BEGIN
FOR K:= 1 TO SlzP *
BEGIN
NIJMERKI.MEMBER:=STORPRODKI.MEMBER;
NUMERKI.DEGRE:=STORPROD[K].DEGRE;
DENOMKI.MEMBER:=STORAGE\trKI.MEMBER;
DENOM KI.DEGRE:= STORAGEW KI.DEGRE;
END;
END
ELSE
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ADDFUZY(NIJMER,STORPRODNUMER) ;
ADDFT IZY(DENOM,STORAGEWÐENOM) ;
END;

IFJ:=BTÉIEN
BEGIN
DIVFUZ (MJIvGRpENOMÀIODESPERFIPARENTIr{ODE]) ;
J:=0;
PARENTNODE:= PARENTNODE+ I ;
END;
END;
FINTIME := CLOCK;
WRITELN(:TOTAL USE TIME = 

" 

FDIlfftVfF - BEGTIME,' IN MILLISECONDS');
END.
(***********¡1.'1.'*:n****,F* EIID OF PROGRAIVI {.**r.********¡****r.***************)


